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DAVID H. RussuLl

In..a recent professional meeting, a Cali-
fornia elementary school principal said, "I
don't think teachers know or,use facts about
children..When I go into our first grade the
teacher is working most for quiet. In our
fifth grade there is a little Nazi kingdom.
How can I get my teachers, to know more
about children and apply that knowledge
to their teaching? What shall I do?"

This monograph is an attempt to make
the findings of some research in child de-
velopment and learning available and mean-
ingful to teachers, supervisors, and school
administrators. It attempts to bridge some
of the gap between scientific findings about
children and curriculum practice in the lan-
guage arts. Most of the research in child
development has, been done in universities
or related research institutions not directly
connected with elementary and secondary:
schools. Similarly, most of the studies of
children's learning of school tasks such as
reading, spelling or handwriting have been
conducted in public schools and have con-
centrated upon the process being learned
rather than the child learning. This publica-
tion tries to give a view of both the learner
and the material or process learned and the
relationships 'between the two. Accordingly,
it presents research findings about children
wjth some of their possible implications for
the language, arts. program..

The Child- Study Movement
Research in child development in the

United States hai had a coMparatively.long
and 4P 49PorAbli).1051.- It clatfs back: atir.

Eitucatior,.University-..a.Cali-
, totals, Berkeley.
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least to O. Stanley Hall's, "The Contents of
Children's. Minds on Entering' School, ", a
study, of children's concepts made in the
1880's and published in 1901. Stimulated by
the work of Cattell, of Tholvdike, of Wat-
son and others, it developed rapidly after
1920. Centers for research were established
in such universities as California, ColuMbia,
Iowa, Minnesota, and Yale and in Separate
institutes such as the Merrill-Palmer and
Fels Institutes. The results of much of the
research done in these centers has been pub-
lished in thousands of journal articles, in
separate monographs, and in summary form
in. books on child psychology. Noteworthy
collections of research information have
been made by Murchison, in his Handbook
of Child Psychology (Clark University
Press, 1931 and 1933), and by Carmichael
in the volume which supersedes Murchison
and is entitled Manual of Child Psychology
(John Wiley, 1948).

In developing their research programs,
the different child study centers have large-
ly followed the interests of the research
workers involved rather than cooperating
in large projects to provide adequate inves-
tigation of all areas of child development.
The studies; have involved phases of physi-
cal, mental and social development usually
outside the context of the child's school. en-
vironment, . In general, the research has
been of three: main types;

(1) Studies'of individual children. These
studies have been both (a) longitudinal
(the sarn9. ,chi)shen.,Aoycring a period of
years) as in t3),e; t,alifoinia,,Adoleseent Study
(9) oiclkii141Ork.00: the 0111000 (8),
and (b)* e'rdii-sectional (66triparing
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dren at different levels) as in studies of
children's vocabulary at various ages (13).
In such studies effective measuring devices
have been developed and results of these
measures combined statistically to show
norms, deviations, and correlations. More
recently, child psychology has placed less
emphasis upon broad traits of manifest be-
havior and tried for depth in the study of
children through careful case studies of
individuals (8) and through the use of
projective techniques such as the Rorschach
Test and play situations.

(2) Studies of children in groups. Educa-
tional psychology has probably concen-
trated on the Individual to tlo exclusion of
the child-in-a-group. Early work such as
Furfey's (5) was directed to boys' gangs,
and reports of many small studies can be
found in social psychologies. More recently
the work of Tryon (14) in peer relation-
ships about the sixth and ninth grade levels
and applications of Moreno's soclometric
techniques by Elliott (4) and many others
have opened up new areas of study of chil-
dren in groups. An example of recent work
is that of Cunningham and her associates
(3).

(3) Adult -child relationships. Studies in
this area are importaut to the school where
the adult involved is the teacher. The clas-
sic studies of Lewin and his students (10)
on the effects of democratic, autocratic, and
laissez-faire atmospheres opened up new
fields for research. Another recent example
of the study of such relationships is the
work of Anderson (1, 2) on dominative and
integrative behavior of adults in adult-child
relationships. A third type of study Is that
of Witty (15) involving children's ideas
of their favorite teacher at different devel-
opmental levels.

Sears (12) has suggested five trends or
emphases in current child study. These are
(1) an emphasis upon molar behavior, or

the study of the child as a whole, especially
in terms of his motivation; (2) stress upon
the learning process at various levels; (3)
emphasis upon the social settings of behav-
for as in the work of the cultural anthropol-
ogists; (4) the use of projective techniques
such as doll play and finger painting; and
(5) the application of child psychology to
such agencies as the home, the school, and
the clinic. This monograph illustrates each
of these trends in part as it traces relation-
ships between developmental patterns and
language !earnings.

This summary of the child study move-
ment suggests that it has attacked many im-
portant problems in child development. It
indicates further that many of the research
results have implications for the school but
that much of the material is not directly
connected to the language arts curriculum.
The monograph attempts to bring the two
together in showing child development data
as one influence on the curriculum. Other
influences are discussed below.

Influences on the Elementary
School Currkalum

As suggested above, the elementary school
curriculum has, until now, been largely un-
affected by the considerable body of infor-
mation discovered by research workers in
child developments Instead it has been influ-
enced by a number of other factors such as:

(1) Tradition. The vernacular elementary
school dates back approximately to the time
of the Protestant Reformation. During the
centuries it has acquired certain traditions
which still persist such as the division of
schools into yearly "grade? or the idea that
a child must learn to read in the first grade,

(2) Philosophies of education. Closely al-
lied to tradition are the ideas of some influ-
ential men and women who believed chil-
dren can be taught best in certain ways.
Some writers claim to trace the influence of
Aristotle ou our schools after two thousand
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years. The influence of such men as Pests-
; 147,4 Herbart, Vroebel, , and Dewey per-

sists lit many 'curricular practices.
(3) Textbooks. The elementary school

haralways been a "reading School and, es-
pecially when teachers are poorly qualified,
the textbook has often been the curriculum.
Some texts have undoubtedly enriched the
lives of boys and girls; others have as cer-
tainly constricted the school curriculum.

(4) Subject-matter organization. Many
:textbooks are organizations of subject-mat-

ter rather than psychological arrangements
of milterial to promote the most efficient
learning. Similarly, many school curricula
at both elementary and secondary levels
have been organized around the logical di-
visions of a particular area as determined
by experts. Elementary teachers are some-
times influenced in their methods of teach-
ing by the last teaching they themselves
had, at the university level, although they
were adults when they had such instruction.
It seems clear, therefore, that the nature of
the subject-matter to be learned has influ-
enced the curriculum in both elementary
and secondary schools. This is partly as it
should be. A program of language activities
will always be determined In part by the
nature of the language to be )earned. How-
ever, children and especially elementary
school children, are not always mature
enough to understand logical divisions of
subject-matter, and this approach some-
times fails to motivate their learning.

(5) Social conditions. Schools reflect the
life about them. If parents and school pa-
trons unite in wanting more music, or more
Of the 3 R's, or more football, the school

,`must provide it. In a larger sense, the demo-
crane society in which we live requires that

'children learn to live together in ways which
contribute to the common good, The ele,-
mentary school has always been affected
fundamentally by the setting in which it
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works. Some of the relationships of social
conditions to language development and to
language arts curricula are stated in the
following chapter by De Boer.

These five influences on the elementary
school program do not list all the subtle
pressures and ideas influencing the school:
program. They suggest, however, two
things., First, that the school curriculum
must be flexible enough to respond to a
number of influences. Second, that in the
past the language arts program has been
affected by all factors except the one most
concernedthe child himself, This mono-
graph attempts to help the teacher and
other curriculum workers use knowledge of
childhood to a greater degree than before
in planning curricular activities in the lan-
guage arts.

Few of the sources quoted below attempt
to show the strengths and weaknesses of
child development data in determining cur-
riculum practice. Mohr (11) begins such an
evaluation in a good article on the social
studies, and jersild (7) gives many implica-
tions of research findings about childhood.
Recent writing suggests that child develop-
ment data should have less influence on the
what of the curriculum thanon the how and
possibly the when of learning experiences
such as those mentioned in succeeding
chapters. Further work is needed in discov-
ering the extent to which children's charac-
teristics and needs can affect language arts
programs and the relationships of these
needs to social demands, subject-matter or-
ganization and other pressures on the school
curriculum. The following chapters also
underline the need for more inform: 'ion
about children, particularly in the five to
twelve age group, and the great need for
experimentation, In schools and in research
institutes, for relating child development
facts to teaching and learning procedures.

(Bibliography on page 53)
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JoHN J. DEB0E0

The Language Development
of Children

Language L. the primary means by which
the child is inducted into the life of society.
The growth of the individual, from the time
of the newborn infant's "primordial squall"
(10) and his non-social babbling to that
of the child's later more matuke, meaning-
ful, and purposeful expression in language,
is marked by a steadily increasing adapta-
tion of his utterances to the needs of com-
munication in his immediate society. While
he struggles to maintain his individuality
under the increasing pressures toward so-
cialization, he at the same time learns that
in order to be more fully himself he must
be more fully a member of the group
(4:13). The nature of his personality in
large measure, and of his language almost
entirely, will be determined by the society
which surrounds him (1). For this reason,
a study of the sociological factors operating
in childhood is essential to an understand-
ing of the development of language. This
article will summarize research findings and
professional discussions dealing with cer-
tain of these sociological factors.

Under the encouragement of adults, the
child learns to imitate meaningful sounds
with increasing accuracy. His babblings, at
first a form of play, become differentiated
in form and function until they approxi-
mate the purposeful sounds of those around
him and become an instrument of genuine
communication (4:19). As the child ma-
tures, his speech becomes less and less au-
tistic and more and more social (11). He
makes increasing use of relational words

6

and of complex sentences reflecting his
growing perception of the social realities
around him (2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9). In this process
numerous environmental and social factors
affect the rate and nature of growth in lan-
guage competence.

The purely developmental aspects of lan-
guage achievement, so excellently described
in such studies as that by Watts (12) and
others, represent, however, only one phase
of the problem. For detailed summaries of
research in language development, the
reader is referred to the articles by Doro-
thea McCarthy in The Encyclopedia of Ed-
ucational Research (8) and the Handbook
of Child Psychology (7), to William S.
Cray's annual summaries on research in
reading in the February issue of the Jour-
nal of Educational Research, and to the
"Language Arts and Fine Arts" editions of
the Review of Educational Research for
April, 1952 and preceding three-year inter-
vals.

Social Class and Socio-Econo:nic
Factors

The relation between social class and
language usage was noted by Benjamin
Franklin in his Proposals Relating to the
Education of Youth in Pensilvania (1749).
Emphasizing the need for instruction in the
vernacular, he appended a footnote quot-
ing John Locke as follows: ". . . it is con-
venient, if not necessary, that they should
speak properly and correctly. Upon this
Account it is, that any sort of Speaking, so
as will make him understood, is not thought

'Professor of Education, University of Illi-
nois.
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enough for a Gentleman, He ought to study
Grammar, among the other helps of speak-
ing, but it must be the Grammar of his own
Tongue . Whether all Gentlemen should
not do this, 1 leave to be considered, since
the want of Propriety and Grammatical Ex-
actness is thought very misbecoming one

- of that Rank, and usually draws on one
guilty of such Faults, the Imputation of
having had a lower Breeding and worse
Company than suits with his Quality . . ."

Commenting on a usage doctrine which
he calls "obedience to the club spirit," I. A.
Richards (23) declares that "it makes the
conduct of language subservient to man-
nersto the manners of a special set of
speakers. If you belong to a certain sort of
club you thereby enter upon an engage-
ment to behave, while there, in certain
waysor rather an engagement not to be-
have in certain other ways ,

in using a language, you join a more or less
select company of correct users of the lan-
guage. Deviation from their customs is in-
correctness and is visited with a social pen-
alty as such .

"This specialized form of control by us-
age, this social or snob control over all lan-
guage, is obviously very wide and vigorous

In Shakespeare's age it seems probable
that a less derogatory and a more humorous
note was taken of differences in speech.
There was less nee'l to be scornful. It was
because a new stratification of society had
arisen that the early eighteenth century be-
gan to observe that niceties of pronunciation
and expression constituted the most cer-
tain differentiation between a gentleman
and his valet, between a lady and a mantua-
maker. The new effort towards uniform
spelling is another aspect of the same
change. And it was thus that a preoccupa-
tion with correctness . . became the ob-
session of . . those . . . who purveyed in-

struction to the new gentry about how they
were to make it clear that they were really
gentry."

Fries (15) points out that language prac-
tices vary among different social classes. He
draws the analogy between levels of lan-
guage usage and clothing. "With our pres-
ent habits of dress the clothes connote or
suggest . . certain information concern-
ing the wearers . . . In like manner langu-
age forms and constructions not only ful-
fill a primary function of communicating
meaning . they will also suggest that
(one) habitually associates with the,: - so-
cial groups for whom these language forms
are the customary usage . . ."

Schlauch (25) makes the comparison be-
tween language usage and clothes, citing
Carlyle's Sartor Resartus. "But," she ob-
serves, "Carlyle is wrong. Even with the
badges and uniforms stripped away, some-
thing would remain as a guide, as sure if
less ponderable, to . . . social position . .

Even a naked Duke of Windlestraw, upon
opening his mouth, would speak the Eng-
lish language with a certain air, an accent
and intonation inextricably associated with
his rank and authority."

That social class characteristics apply also
to children appears from an interesting re-
cent study by Khater (20). He found that
upperclass children of kindergarten age
speak more about themselves and their
own possessions, while lowerclass children
tend to speak more about the outside world
of people and things, He found further that
in speaking about their experiences the up-
per-class children tend to draw from both
the immediate and the remote in place,
and from the past and present in time, while
the lower-class children tend to draw most-
ly from their immediate present environ-
ment and to project themselves into the fu-
ture. Upper-class children are "inclined to
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listen to each other and comment upon
each other's speech freely and spontane-
ously, while the latter are inclined to re-
main silent until they are drawn out of their
shells . . 7 In discussion, although most of
the children from both classes have been
concerned with the problems under dis-
cussion, more of the upper-class children
tend to concentrate on the problem and to
contribute to its solution, while lower-class
children tend more to drop the problem
from their minds and devote more atten-
tion to the narration of personal experiences.
As for language patterns, Khater reports
that patterns of language used by upper-
class children are, in general, more mature.
Pronunciation among them is on an adult
level, and the structure of sentences is
more mature and nearer to "Standard Eng-
lish." Nothing was found, however, to sug-
gest the existence of a separate dialect or
even a group of consistent habits from eith-
er the upper or the lower class. Khater ob-
served a common developmental pattern,
with an increasing proportion of compound
and complex sentences and a comparable
distribution of the parts of speech. All chil-
dren were concerned with the mastery of
the subordination and coordination of ideas.

A number of valuable studies dealing
with the relation between socio-economic
status and intelligence and personality have
been made in recent years (14, 16, 17, 19,
26). While few of these are explicit on the
subject of language development or lan-
guage usage at the various socio-economic
levels, they suggest a number of interesting
observations concerning various phases of
communication.

Lazar (21) found that although school
facilities in New York were roughly equal as
among the various socio- economic levels,
the bright group had, in general, better
home environments than either the aver-
age or the dull group, and the average

group had better opportunities than the
dull group. She found a close relationship
between the number and quality of books
and magazines in the home and socio-eco-
nomic status. Bright pupils yoking lowest
in socio-economic status, were interested in
reading, but the quality of the material was
inferior. It is reasonable to conclude from
her findings that environmental factors had
a powerful effect upon the nature and ex-
tent of the children's reading choices.

In this connection, Russell (24) lists as
one of three basic factors which determine
what a child or an adult will read, the ac-
cessibility of the material, in a world where
radio, movies, sports, club work, and hob-
bies compete for one's time.

Numerous other studies indicate that, ac-
cording to currently available measures,
students from families in lower socio-eco-
nomic groups perform less well on tests of
intelligence, vocabulary, and reading (13,
16, 18). It appears that urban children, in
general, excel rural children in performance
on existing intelligence and reading tests,
although, of course, there is considerable
overlapping between the two groups (18).
Of interest is the observation made by Mad-
dy (22) that, although children of profes-
sional families average higher in IQ than
children of semi-skilled workers' families,
"children of professional families living in
economically poor neighborhoods have
slightly lower intelligence test scores than
the average for their occupational group,
while the reverse is the case for children
of semi-skilled families living in wealthier
areas."

Some of the problems arising from dif-
ferences in social status are cogently de-
scribed by Havighurst (17),: "During the
course of this study, the school has emerg-
ed as a factor of great importance in the
formation of character and personality of
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these children, It combines with the family
to create the social environment of the
child. The school is essentially middleclass
in its valnes, its teaching, and its staff. The
middle-class child finds the school re-in-
forcing the goals, attitudes, and habits he
has been taught in the home. On the other
hand, the lower-class child finds the school
attempting to teach him ways of behaving
and believing which are not entirely what
he has been taught at home . ."

The inferior performance of students
from the lower social-class groups on in-
telligence and language tests may be ac-
counted for in part by differences in cul-
tural environment and experience. Allison
Davis makes the observation that learning
and language standards in school are deriv-
ed primarily from middle-class norms, "The
present intelligence tests," he asserts, "of-
fer one of many instances, to be found in the
public schools, of the arbitrary restriction of
the goals of the pupils' learning to a very
narrow range of activities. The people who
devise and teach the curricula of the pub-
He schools are nearly all middle class . . ,

Like any particular culture, that of the
middle class emphasizes a rather narrow
range of mental abilities and problems.

"The culture of the school, therefore, se-
lects only mental problems which are high-
ly valued in middle-class life, and which ap-
pear to provide adaptive training for those
who wish to learn the skills and values of
the adult culture . . ." (14)

RiVngualism
The problem of bilingual children, which

for a time declined in importance with the
restrictions on immigration, is once more
coming into prominence in American edu-
cation. While the teaching of children in
Segmish-speaking communities, particular-
ly in the Southwest, and of children of other
national origins, both on the mainland and

in outlying possessions of the United States,
continues to be pressing, the arrival of chil-
dren of displaced families has also given
new urgency to the problem.

An extensive literature on bilingualism,
ably summarized by Manuel (28), has de-
veloped in the last three decades. While the
rapid development of transportation and
communication has increased the value of
bilingualism in our interdependent world,
children who come from foreign-language
speaking homes appear to be at a disad-
vantage in schools employing English as the
language of instruction. Manuel quite pro-
perly points out, however, that the prob-
lem of measurement is complicated by such
factors as inferior socio-economic status, un-
favorable school facilities, and the emotion-
al problems arising from minority status.
The inferior performance of bilingual chil-
dren on intelligence tests may probably be
assumed to be due, at least in part, to lan-
guage factors. The finding of Darcy (27),
reported since Manuel's summary, certain-
ly suggest the validity of such an assump-
tion. The children in his study made signi-
ficantly higher scores on the Pintner Non-
Language Test than on the Pintner Verbal
Test.

The problem of measurement may be
substantially simplified with the use of a
new series of tests to be known as the Co-
operative Inter-American Tests and to be
published by ,the Educational TestinCSer-
vice (29). In "the preparation of these tests
English-speaking and Spanish-spealdng spe-
cialists have 'worked together to select ma-
terials as free as possible from linguistic and
cultural bias.

The Mass Media of Communications
An earlier bulletin of the National Con;

rAcknowledgement is mad e of the valuable
assistance of Mr. Fred Godschallt, adIanced
graduate student it the University of Illinois,gr
in the preparation of this section.
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ference on Reser/oh in English reported on
the mass media of communication in their
relations to education (39). Other recent
publications, of a somewhat' more popular
nature, ate a pamphlet of the Public Af-
fairs Committee (44) and another of Sci-
ence Research Associates (76). This article
will undertake to bring the earlier Confer-
ence bulletin up to date with respect to
certain significant particulars.

Motion Murat General attendance at
motion picture theatres, as reflected in paid
admissions, declined from a peak of $1,-,
512,000,000 in 1946 to $1,342,000,000 in
1940 (52). Meanwhile innual profits de-
clined during the same polod from $322,-
000,000 to $125,000,000. Dale (38) esti-
mates that each week some 85,000,000 at-
tendances are recorded at the box office of
some 15,000 motion picture theaters. In an
earlier study (37), confirmed ten years
later by Fleege (42), he found that 2 per
cent of the movie audience were under the
age of 7; 11.8 per cent were 7-13 years of
ago; and 22.1 per cent were between the
ages of 14 and 20. Boys and girls in the up-
per grades and high school averaged one
movie a week, and children in the primary
grades about one movie in every two weeks.
Most commentators attribute the decline
in attendance since 1945 to the advent of
television.

No detailed studies of the effects of at-
tendance at commercial motion pictures
have been made since the monumental
Payne Fund investigation of the early thir-
ties, the results of which `were summarized
by Charters (33), Numerous charges have
been made concerning these effects. White
(72) listed the following as undesirable
influences of the films: (1) overemphasis
of false values, (2) exaggeration and cari-
cature of life, (3) destruction of taste, (4)
lowering of moral standards, and (5) the

downright and utter banality of the films.
Other influences charged to the movies, ac-
cording to White, were failure in school,
maladjustment in the home, juvenile delin-
quency, and major crime. Mitchell (60)
found a higher rate of attendance at mo-
tion pictures, especially in the evening,
among delinquent boys and girls, but did
not conclude that motion pictures cause de-
linquency. She pointed out that a lack of
"parental control, favorable home condi-
tions, and directed interests" sends the child
to the "bright streets, seeking his own
amusement,' and that opposite factors,
"proper supervision, wholesome environ-
ment, and guided recreation," promote at-
tendance at times which "interfere least
with home study, sufficient sleep, and out-
door recreation." Lack of play space, too,
was cited as a factor, especially in districts
from which the largest proportion of delin-
quents come. Blumer and Hauser (31) be-
lieved that films were a factor in the delin-
quent or criminal behavior of about 10 per
cent of the male and 25 per cent of the fe-
male offenders studied. They, like Mitchell,
concluded that the pictures "play an es-
pecially important part in the lives of chil-
dren in socially disorganized areas" and are
related to "the weakness of the family,
school, church, and neighborhood,"

Films have been shown to exert a power-
ful influence upon the attitudes of viewers,
Peterson and Thurstone (62) examined the
possibility of changing the social attitudes
of children by the showing of films which
had propaganda content, The effects were

'significant and positive. Cumulative effect
was shown when two pictures of like type
produced no effect singly, and persistence
of effect was high, During World War 11,
effective use was made of films with mem-
bers of the armed services, not only in the
training of technicians, but also in the shap-
ing of attitudes toward the objectives of
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the war,- In undertaking to determine the station's managers
,.-effebtiveness Of the orientation series of

fitstits on "Why We Fight," 1-lowland, Lums-
''Opiries-r and, 0014:1 ( ) found not only
thiktilie films 'changed the attitudes of the

:V,Ievkeirg;'Vui that apparently the effects of
the films- were greater after a- nine-week
lapio'of time than after only five days.

;$at110,--- Despite the rapid growth of the
television industry, the number of radio

,_:,hinnes in the United States is greater than
ever--; The eitiniate for 1952,6 42,427,000, as
compared with 37,000,000 in 1947 and 22,-
00,500 1937 (32). It is safe to generalize

_:that -radio is available in the homes of all
but :-the merest handful of children. Even
These are accustomed to it in the homes of
friends, in automobiles, in taverns and
lunchrooms and the crossroads store; The

.radio is everywhere (40).

The average amount of radio listening
has been variously reported as from a min-
imum of 51/4 hours per week to a maximum
of 18V2 hours (49). According to Clark
(34), peak listening for adolescents came
between the ages of twelve and fifteen,

-NBC figures far 1948 confirm Clark's fig-
ures by reporting 91 minutes per day aver-

: age of radio listening for the fifteen to nine-
' teen year age group (61).

Children's programs in the sense of pro-
_ grams created specifically for children (pre-

' adolescents) have a limited appeal and are
dropped for adolescent programs before
the average child reaches his teens, De-
signed for the very young, they have gradu-

: ally been discarded by national advert's-
erg (69) and remain on local stations as
transcribed on regional network sustainers,

7,- fill-ins for the unpurchased 15 or 30 minutes
between five and six. A few are sponsored
.by -the local or regional bakery, the tot's

1; Shop or the toy shop, depending upon the
enterprise and salesmanship of the local

11

Criticisms of programs to which children
and adolescents listen have resulted in con-
siderable effort at Improvement on the part
of both parents' groups ,and industry repre-
sentatives. The Radio Council on Children's'
Programs, organized in 1939, produced two
surveys: Broadcasting to .the -Youth of
America (53), by Dorothy Lewis, and stir
vey of Research on Children's radio Listen.
ing (49), by Herta fierog. Miss Lewis pro-
duced evidence that local stations created
programs for children and youth; but that
national network programs left something
to be desired. Speaking of children's pro-
grams, Dorothy Cordon declared, "Al-.
though an occasional show may be accep-
table for network production, the picture
of broadcasts for children . . Is a sorry
one indeed" (45). Willey and Young (73),
writing in 1948, think that there has been a
significant change for the better. But Siep-
mann (65) in 1950 says, "The main evil of
our system of broadcasting is not so murk
the currency of cheap or insignificant ma-
terial as it is the absence of any counter-
weight of excellence." Siepmarm listed the
network programs for one afternoon (April
6, 1949), on which one network showed a
schedule of 19 daytime serials. On this Ap-
ril afternoon, from 8:80 to 5:00, the youngs-
ter just home from school could listen to
"Pepper Young's Family," "Right to Happi-
ness," "Backstage Wife," "Stella Dallas,"
"Lorenzo Jones," and "Young Widder
Brown," just prior to the "children's hour"
of four more beginning with "When a Cirl
Marries."

Space will not permit a report here on the
interesting earlier literature on the effects
of radio listening. In a fairly recent study,
Mitchell (59) found that the reading
achievement of a group of sixth grade pu-
pils was adversely affected by a variety
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radio program,- but not by a musical radio
program. She found no differences in this
respect between boys and girls, but she
discovered that pupils with IQ's above 100
were not .itclversely affected by the variety
program, and made significant gains in
reading achievement 'during the musical
program. Hall, In a more recent study (48),
found that, _ "within certain limitations,"
substantial aid to reading Comprehension
results_ from the use of bacicground music
at the eighth and ninth grad° levels, She

- 'reported that students beloW average In
intelligence and itchleVement receive more

benefit from musical background than
those above average. Her findings parallel

-those of studies of the effects of musio on
factory production.

Earlier studies of the effects of radio on
Children, which revealed sleeping and eat-

. _ing disturbances, nail biting, and other emo-
tional reactions as a result of listening to
radio "thrillers," have not been repeated in
recent years.

Television. Television is the most rapidly
-growing of the mass communication Indus-
tries,Duiing psi, the 108 television broad-
casting stations in the United States "sold
time" to advertisers at a total price of $217,-
046,000-440 per cent of the figure for 1950,
and 789 per cent of the figure for 1949 (60).
The estimated number of receivers in use
rose from 5,395,000 at the beginning of
1950 to 14,984,000 at the beginning of 1952,
when television homes were estimated at
86 per cent.

Numerous estimates of time spent by
children in viewing television have been re-
ported, ranging from 20 to 225 hours per
weekalmost as much time as children
spend in school (85, 47, 54, 58, 64, 78).
Lewis (54) found a decline six months af-
ter television programs first became avail-
able in the communityperhaps, as he sug-

Bests, asn result of parental control, novelty
wearing off, and both children's and par-
eats' recognition of "the time -consuming
factors involved." Witty (15) likewise not r,
ed a decline in viewing amon(f Asiansten
pupils after one year (about 11 per Cent),

Some efforts at television prograni
sis have been made. The Southern Califor,
nia' Association for Better 1tadio and -Tele-
vision monitored programs on Loi Angeles
stations between 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. for one
week (63). One station had no crime pro -`
grams. On the other- stations, there -Nieto'
these totals: .91 murder's,:- stage
8 kidnappings, 10, thefts, 4 -burglaries; ,2
cases of arson, 2 jailbreaks, 1 mass murder;,
2 suicides, 1 case of blackmail, Assault:and:
battery, brawls, 'drunkenness,' crooked
judges, crooked sheriffs, and crooked pr-
ies were commonplace, The Federal Corn. :
munication Commission published the tat*
ulations made by a group- of San, Frances
co women (68). Their findings" resern1A4
those of the Los Angeles group. moth--;
er clocked 104 gun shots during a' half-hour
serial; another found sudden death: dshnd-
deringly described' 14 times in 20 minutes'"

"Television," says Cluett, ,"offers 004,
pretty shoddy material, and you've got to
shop around the channels to find the pleas'.
ing programs; but there are quite_ a feiV
good ones." He objects to the TV salesinen.-
"These smooth purveyors of tooth paste,
coffee, cigarettes, and deodorants al-
ready In your living room. Another foot or
two and they'll be sitting in your laps (35).

Some critics think that commercial tele-
vision programs, poor at first, have shown
rapid improvement in the last two years.

Reports of the effect of television on the
reading habits of children are contradictory.
Gould (48) reports that library circulation
among children and sales of children's
books have gone up. On the othei hand, li-
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Os 44, Dettofi, Les Angeles, Phoenix,
videhoei and San Prancigo reported a
lino; Others showed slight deereases fol.

reonVery. Could reports that some
ititrif.belleVe children's reading to be

nalaf by

The: same writer reported a decline in at
tendance at motion' picture theaters in some
'cites Of from 20 to 40 percent: -Witty found

r, eent o(the pupils in his study
e less 'attendance at movies. Lewis

)_fonnd that there was an average de.
:crease of fiVe Per, cent in the school grades
of TV-Viewers; Witty,- too, holds that "ex.
re,ssive ,jviewitit of TV may be associated
with somewhatlower academic attainment."
He found no significant correlation between

and hours devoted to television (74).

mopoaagh's study (57), interviewers
diicovered little or no difference Iri the edn.
CaHonal status or age' of parents living in
television and non-television homes. In the
Califeinia town in which this study was
conducted, the television families interview-
01 reported less movie-going, less radio liS-
tening, and less reading as a result of tele-
vision. Batten,- Barton, Durstine, and Os-
borne (71), however; after interviewing a'

,,sample of 5,657 city dwellers, suggest that
the-time spent in televiewing has been taken
largely from radio listening and only in
slight-degree from reading.

Whatever-the facts about the effects of
"television, many parents and teachers are
worried about it. They believe that "the

'children are tired nervously, physically,
emotionally, and mentally; 'they show the
effects of eye-strain; they hills acquired
erroneous ideas; and their minds are so

',completely engrossed by television, that
tho,.", have capacity for learning" (68).
Yet in one community a large majority of
the parents approved of children's televis-
lOrk programs (74).- --

Coniki The ,-great popularity of.
comic "books" or magazines justifies their
inclusion In a discussion of the mass medie.
Prank (44) estimated that 'abOut
000 copies' Sold in 1049, and the' mini-
her niaY, higher, lit -100, _altho0g A11:

wood $0 fi a 'decrease to about
000, for-190: COO116 book reOeta A.;
dude -many adults. Waugh!, (70) _Says:that
'buyers oaf comics "for a steady reading diet`'-,
include in the 18-4i SO age group 41 per cent"
of men -and'28 per cent of women; 44 In
the group avid and ap,--16 per _Cent :of -

men eAd 12 per Cent of worried; Ile points
out that ten times more comics were told in:
post exchanges during World War Y1 thin
the total combined numbers of .Life, The
Reader's Digest, and theSattedny gOetting
Post sold in exchanges. Wolf and Fiske -(77)
studied a group of young people from age
7 to 17f whom they classified as 37, per cent
"combo book fans" ( "compulsive" readers), .

48 per cent moderate readers of 006
books, and 15 per cent Indifferent or hostile
to comic bookS. Wlf and Fiske found that
children progress through three categories
to comic books. Wolf and Fiske found that
"funny animal" comics;- (31) fantastic) ad.,
ventured comics; and '102) true and °lassie-
comics, Although there is much overlapl
ping, the Brit type tends to be preferred by
children 10 years cf ago and younger, the.
second by children 11.12 years of ago, and
the third by children 12 yearS of age or
older.

Frank finds the common ingredient'of all
comics to be action, with subjects similar
to those of children's reading now and in
the pasts adventure, fantasy and magio?-
crime and detective, westerns, humor and
nonsense, humanized animals, adolescent
litterbug capers, stories about real people,
and history and current events (44). Dis.
cussing the technique of the comics, Mar-
tin says, '!The ordinary comic does not help
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the reader to adjust his imaginative con-
cepts to actualities. It is the exploitation of
the elemental apeal of power, action, and
color, taking the place of the appreciation
of more subtle human qualities which great
literature develops in its reader? (58),

Sweeping generalizations aboUt the comic
books should be avoided. The Cincinnati
Committee on the Evaluation of Comic
Books, formed in May, 1948, with the assist-
ance of the voluntary codes of several pub-
lishers, classified ( July, 1951) 417 comic
book titles as follows: No objection, 142;
Some objection, 121: objectionable, 114;
very objectionable, 40 (41).

Isialter (55), who classified 185 comic
book titles according to type of content,
tinguished the following categories: West-
erns, adventure stories, animal antics, love
stories, detective stories, "Superman" stor-
ies, adult antics, jungle stories, children's
antics, and sport stories, in that order of
frequency. He found that the per cents of
pages devoted to humor and crinu, are ap-
proximately equal, and that approximately
one-third of all comic-story content is de-
voted to humor. He concludes that general
attacks on the comic magazines are unwar-
ranted, since there are both good and bad
examples.

The effects of comic book reading on
children has been the subject of much de-
bate. Expert opinion tends to favor the
view that comic books serve the maladjust-
ed child as an escape device, but are not in
themselves a cause of delinquency. Some
psychiatrists hold that comic books may re-
inforce and give direction to anti-social at-
titudes and conduct. Dr. Augusta Alpert
(43) thinks that, "Comics of the 'thriller'
variety make aggression too easy and too
colorful, and in that way threaten the erup-
tion of the child's own precariously controll-
ed aggressive impulses." Hoult (50) found

that delinquent boys and girls reported
reading more "questionable" and "harmful"
comics, and raised the question whether
such comics "tend to help keep the 'spirit
of crime' alive in delinquency areas and aid
the delinquent child in rationalizing his
own actions." Thrasher (67) is skeptical of
a casual relation between comic ),.1.( read-
ing and delinquency, In this view he sup-
ports the opinion expressed by Edwin J.
Lukas, Director of the Society for the Pre-
vention of Crime, who declared that he
knew of no "scientifically established rela-
tionship between the reading of comic
books and delinquency" (44).

Parents look with suspicion on comic
books in general. Zorbaugh (79) reports &I
per cent of parents in a New York Univey-
sity study believe that newspaper comics
are suitable, but only 55 per cent believe
that comic books are suitable. The problem
appears to be one of making a proper dis7
tinction between desirable and undesirable
comic books, and of providing effective
competition hi the form of high grade chil-
dren's literature.
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WILLIANt J. LODOE1

I. INTRODUCTION
Interest in the study of language develop-

ment and activities as strands in the pattern
of total growth of the child is a phenomenon

r of the recent past and of the present, In an
earlier day, psychologists considered lan-
guage as a means of expressing meal con-

:tent; educators regarded language primar-
ily as a body of skills, and the exclusive em-
phasis in instruction lay in imparting these
important skills of literacy. Probably Piaget
(29), more than any other psychologist, has
Stimulated interest in language as commu-
nication and as a means of studying the
child himself. Both psychologists and edu-
cators today have come to look upon lan-
guage as a vitally important form of be-
havior through which the individual adjusts
himself to his social environment. Accord-
ingly, the field of language activities em-

' braces the entire range of childhood inter-
ests and experiences. Some emphasis on
language activities as arts (38) and greater
attention to the language arts as communi-
cative activities (9, 17, 28, 39) have en-
riched the modern concept of the language
arts.

This broadening concept not only adds
to the variety of language activities in home
and school but brings language behavior
closer to other forms of behavior. Commu-
nication of ideas in a social setting involves
language abilities, purposes for eommuni-
Cation, thinking, physical equipment to use
in communicating, and social relationships
with an individual or group. Thus language
activity and development is closely related
to other activities and to general mental,

physical, and social development. Some of
these relationships are traced below to il-
lustrate how different language 'abilities
appear with the increasing maturity of in-
fancy, childhood and youth. The evidence
presented emphasizes the elementary school
years and is restricted to growth patterns
in language since physical, mental, social
and other growth characteristics have been
ably summarized in a number of child psy-
chology texts. The first sections below trace
growth in various phases of language. A
final section emphasizes the interrelation-
ships of such growth and implications of it
for the language arts curriculum.

11. THE LANGUAGE ARTS IN
THE TOTAL GROWTH OF

THE CHILD
A. The Development of Oral Language

Research workers in child development
have called attention to the enormous
amount of learning which goes on prior to
a child's entrance into school and continues
in many out-of-school activities. The child
who enters kindergarten or first grade
brings with him a substantial vocabulary,
a set of language patterns, and a back-
ground of experience which has served to
encourage or discourage the active seeking
of information and the building of concepts
through asking questions, through explor-
ing his environment, and through travel be-
yond the immediate geographical confines
of his neighborhood. Seashore (38) states
that the child at the age of six is likely to

1.A.asistant Superintendent in charge of in-
struction, Culver City Public Schools, Culver
City, California.
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know 17,000 words plus 7,000 derivatives
and that he can reasonably expect to add
approximatelx 5,000 words each year there-
after for a,considerable period of years.
Seashore's estimate, based upon the re-
search of M. K. Smith, yields a very high
estimate of the total vocabulary of the first
grader. Other more conservative authori-
ties agree that the vocabulary comprises
several thousand words rather than several
hundred, the number educators once
thought the "held of this age could use,

In addition, the child of six uses every
part of speech and every form of sentence.
From the age of twelve or eighteen months
until he enters'school, he has had constant
practice in the use of language. His need
to communicate has been so great that he
has acquired patterns which his, environ-
ment has furnished without regard to their
correctness in the eyet of later teachers. An-
derson (1) states that the child's spoken
language has reached ninety per cent of its
mature level when judged on the basis of
sentence structure before the child knows
that grammar exists, He goes on to say that
the significant period for acqairing spoken
language in childhood is from two to eight
years of age, that while vocabulary still in-
creases and some additional skills in the use
of sentences appear after the age of eight,
the essentials of spoken ,language are al-
ready present by that age.

Anderson also states that a study of arti-
culation indicates that the only child per-
forms better than the singleton and the sin-
gleton better than twins. He also points out
that improvement in articulation comes
slowly and that early defects in articulation
persist longer than defects in content. (2)

The child's hearing affects growth in oth-
er language abilities. Rossignol (33), in in-
vestigating the relationship among hearing
acuity, speech production, and reading per-

formance, states that hearing acuity reaches
its maximum in children between the ages
of ten and fifteen years. ilossignors re-
search; involving 229 first and second grad:
ers, indicates that there is a significant re
lationship between hearing acuity arid
speech production as measured by an arti-
culation test and a sound repetition test.
While the pronunciation of familiar words
in the child's speech repertory is unrelated
to healing acuity, the pronunciation of new
words varies with hearing acuity. Since
children retested on consonant sounds
made significantly better scores when they
could see the face of the examiner. Rossig.
nol concludes that visual clues MI, very im-
portant to the young child in learning new
words. Thus finer distinctions in speech pro-
duction may be lost when visual clues are
not present. Rossignol also found that read.
ing performance varied significantly with
speech production, both for articulation of
sound in familiar words and for skills in
repeating nonsense syllables. Anderson (2)
cites as evidence that hearing acuity is re-
lated to quality of speech a study of nine.
to fourteen-year-old children who took
standard hearing and articulation tests. No
child with better - than - normal hearing was
found to have articulation defects; of the
children with average hearing, only a small
proportion had such defects. However, of
those with below average hearing some had
speech defects, and of those with very poor
hearing, many had such defects.

School life, which usually inhibits some
language and motor activity, may bring dis-
turbances in oral language development and

. in the mot(); activities associated with it for
some children. The age of six marks the on-
set of stuttering in a small number of chil-
dren. Travis (43) says that about eighty per
cent of all stutterers begin to stutter during
the second, fourth, or sixth year of life, pe-
riods which correspond with important
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taii-14.1anguage development. The age of
for example,' mark the beginning of

Atii,'.terfapticated, speech, manual perform.
hehaViOr-testrletiont required of

'the': _in' adjusting to the 'school
tleYsPerhaPs less tractable' than girls

;; and slower- in language development,- are
_ two -te=one majority among
"--***0.":61ic(stiidy. (43) found 202 boys

:(01.19 girls in'a group of speech defectives;
and in 'another, grOup forty-three' boys to

-twenty -two girls. StUttering has been asse:
eiited with many possible causes including-
inOnsistent;:-.unstrAble, hand-usage, but the

beWeen these phenomena is
,:net:clear.- Handedness is likely to be well

established by 'the, age of four, However,
since left handedne;s is likely to be less of
a pronounced trait than right handedness,

-":retraining-above the fourth year is possible;
whether to attempt depends upon the
child's age, temperament, learning ability,
extent of the preference and methods used,

is easier for the to learn a new skill
such as writing with the non-dominant hand
than to retrain the non-dominant hand In a

already learned, (20)

1n these and other language skills it is
difficult to overestimate individual differ-

:4:: ences in patterns of language development
?!..,ancl facility in dealing with language situa.

lions. McCarthy (25) states that language
AS one area in which more marked and more
S triking degrees of individual differences
can be observed than in almost any other.

robably the -best single index of the child's
language development at the primary level
IS average length of response. McCarthy

r ,'states .that average length of response, a
measure Whiph has been used satisfactorily
in many -major-fircveStigitieris,'is a highly'
sensitive index that reveals developmental
**front Infaridy to maturity and reflects
sex, occupational, and 'intellectual group
'difterenees with remarkable consistency"
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(24:167) 4 number of studies indicate
that accuracy of speech sounds 'eXhibt4
strong degree of- relationship to measures_Of
length, vompleteness and 'toiiip)exit$1 do):
ing this 000.; The?resOirchei Of, SISK!
Mary Shire, E. A; Davis, and J. G. YedinaCkf-
all point the key sinaportance of satisNe-:,
tory command of articulatien in furthering.
vocabulary development, reading reailinos,
and all other language activitiei.:Yedinaek's ;

research, for example; indicates that ,at the _

second grade level there is a strong relation =
ship between reading disabilityand articu,
lation defects.'( 46)

B. The Development of
Written Language

Studies of growth_in composition abilities
in4icate that there are deokpmental trends
in 'the use of ,Written language which the
teacher may employ as guideposts. Hoppes
(21), in a study of the writing of 8843 pupils
in grades three to six inn Chicago publio
school, found that growth in this area might'
be summarized as (a) growth in the num-
ber of sentences used in a composition, (b)

-growth in the length and complexity of sen-
tenees, (e) decline in the use of "run-on"
sentences, although this type of error was
uncommon, (d) decrease in unpleasant re-
petition of words and phrases, (e) growth
in the use of inverted order of subjedand _

predicate, indicative of the ability to give
emphasis to an idea by increasing the prom-
inence of its position, (f) Increase in the
proportion of abstract nouns accompanied'
by decrease in proportion of specific, con-
crew, indvidual nouns, and (g) decline in
the number of sentences whose subject Is
"1," possibly marking a decline in egdeen-
t0$1111. Hoppes also found that in all grades
girls tend to write more than boys.

Sees study (8) of the written compesi
tions of- almost 12,000 children in grades
one through eight in the St. Louts public
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schools indicates that the number of sert,
tomes used by a child in telling a story var-
ies from an average of three sentences in the
first grade_to an average of approximately
,ten in the shith grade. The length of the
Composition remained -approximately the
same from grade six throne) eight. The ItS1-
erage number of sentences used by girls in
ell grades wat'slightly higher thakthe num-
ber used by boys, Beer ,regards the number
of sentences used as en elemental factor in
language-growth. She also reports that coma
plek sentences Were more commonly
than CoMpotind,- although both tyPee were
employed at all levels. She conclUdei that
the use of the complex sentence appears to
be' another of the elemental factors in the-
grovith of languege usage, and to oorrelate
as closely as any other_ factor with maturity
in language ability. There were few Child.,
ren Who used iacomplete sentences in this
studY, put the percentages of pupils using

sentences increased rapidly until
grade five, The percentage dropped slightly
from fifty.nine in grade six to fifty -one in
grade eight. Bear's research would indicate
that this phait of language usage deserves
consideration in the written language pro
gram of the elementary school.

Creative writing, which may be partly an
individual and partly a group affair, can
give opportunity for vocabulary growth, so-
ciability, sensitivity to meanings, and prob
ably some growth in order and sequence in
relating occurrences. (82, 4S) However, the
child's capacity for organizing and relating
experiences in logical or connected fashion
is limited by maturational factors. Typical.
ty, not until a child is nine or ten can he
give a reasonably accurate account of what
happened within a definite period of time.
(2)

Swenson and Caldwell (40), who analyz-
ed 680 letters written by pupils from grade

four through twelve in a typical midwestern
community, report that pupils' letters show.-
et' an encouraging improvement in commit-
nication skill from grade to grade, that per,
fortuance of individual -children eadi
grade level varied widely enough to Corres
pond_ to average performance at several
grade levels 414 that variation within
grades was fairly consistent froM grade' to
grade. They report that there waS evidenc=
ed a general positive relationship betWeen_.
ability in written communication and
ligence, and a trend toward
ferentiation of writing by Intent. --
gence level with more years of, sehoolhig.
The same writers, in reporting on *Ilitig
in the same group of State thit- an
'tierces° in the average length of ktiers 41°4
a reduction in spelling 'errors z were boih
marked between the fifth and -Stith 'Ode
groups. This reduction, they feel,' may Indi.
eats some association between maste_tys°1"
mechanics (spelling in this case) and free.
dom of written expression, as evidenced
the amount written, (41)

An earlier study. by Lalirant (22) Was .

concerned with the problem 'of-- how skill
increases in the ability to` subordinate ideai
in written composition, LaDrant'S research,
which involved 986 pnblie school childge
enrolled in grades four through twelve, in
dicates that the ability to subordinate is a
function of chronological as well as of men,
tal age and is markedly influenced: by
chronological age when mental age is held
constant This finding again points to the
importance of maturation in attaining mast
tery of the use of language. LaBrant also
found that while the length of clauses re-
mained constant between- the ages of eight
and sixteen, the context of subordinate
clauses became more exact with'increasint
maturation of the writers. Except for the
fact that girls wrote longer compositiOns
than boys, sex differences were relatively
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,- insignificant in the abilities tested in this
study and at these grade levels.

The research of Frogner (15), which in-
cluded an analysis of the compositions of
approximately one thousand seventh, ninth,
and eleventh grade boys and girls indicates
that increased use of complex sentences
from one grade level to the next is a mark

incteasing maturity rather than of au-
Orior intelligence. Frogner found that in
all grades adverbial clauses have the high-
est percentage of usage, followed by noun,
and then by adjective clauses. From grade
seven to eleven there was a decrease in
the proportion of adverbial clauses of place,
manner, concession, and condition, Frog-
ner also found that the use of dependent
clauses was partially dependent upon the
type of writing done. Thus exposition con-
tained the, highest number of dependent
clauses, and narration contained a higher
percentage than did letter writing.

C. The Development of the
Mechanics of Handwriting

and Spelling
While reading requires certain motor and

perceptual skills controlled always by
meaning, handwriting makes still larger
demands on the neuromuscular system.
The ability to write, unlike reading, de-
pends chiefly upon motor control, It is
thus a developmental process which can-
not be hurried by artificial means, The
amount of readiness activity which can be
undertaken profitably in other areas is
here limited by the fattor of the maturation
of the child's nervous system. (19) One of
the soundest reasons for the use of manu-
script writing in the primary grades is the
fact that it is better suited to large muscle
activity than is cursive writing, since it
makes use exclusively of unjoined letters
involving only straight lines and curves,
resulting In reduced strain upon the young

child, A second major advantage of manu-
script writing over cursive is its closer re-
semblance to the printed word involved in
reading. Children of the six-to eight-year
age span are in a stage of gradual transition
from large muscle to small muscle use. This
transitional process cannot be hurried be-
fore the child is ready in a neuro-muscular
sense to use the hand-wrist-finger move-
ments demanded by handwriting. For these
reasons, handwriting, when it does come,
should be limited initially to the black-
board or widely ruled paper and to pencils
and crayons of large circumference,

Psychological readiness for handwriting
consists of the child's having something to
say and an urge to say it in writing. Daw-
son (13) has pointed out that handwriting
should not be taught as a "subject" in its
own right, but rather as a means to a de-
sired end. Today's emphasis is away from
the push-and-pull, oval drill of yesteryear
and toward functional handwriting used as
a tool, with emphasis on legibility and rea-
sonable speed and with the encouragement
of the development of some individual
style rather than slavish following of this
or that handwriting "system," Within this
framework, handwriting still needs to be
practiced, and such practice can result in
decided gains in both legibility and speed.

In terms of spelling, too, psychological
readiness is largely a matter of giving the
child the words he needs when he needs
them and when he is able to learn to spell
them. in functional spelling, as in handwrit-
ing, the child needs to have ideas to express
and to know the meaning of an adequate
number of words. Artley (3) has pointed
out that growth in reading, writing, or
spelling is contingent upon depth and rich-
ness of experience which provides ideas
and the opportunity for the use of words,
Spelling readiness, according to Artley, in-
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eludes the following abilities: (1) auditory
perception and discrimination, or the abil-
ity to recognize the sounds that are heard in
'Et word, to associate with then their appro-
priate letter symbols or phonograms, (2)
visual perception and discrimination, Or the
ability to analyze a word visually, noting
its arra1ngement of letters, the presence of
familiar' prefixes or suffixes, syllables, or of
already known 'little words" and the vis-
ual similarity of the new word with an al-
ready familiar one, (3) accurate pronuncia-
tion and careful enunciation, (4) clear rec-
ognition of the meaning, since a word
whose meaning is unknown is not going to
be used by the child in either spoken or
written discourse, and (S) accurate hand-
writing and ,proper letter formation,

Russell's study (37), carried on in Cana-
da, resulted in these significant findings,
among others: (1) spelling readiness was
acquired in the high,first grade by most of
his subjects, (2) spelling success was facili-
tated iv attention directed toward phonetic
analysis, configuration, sound of words, syl-
labication, and recognition of word families,
(3) spelling abilities in the second grades
studied were found to be closely related to
abilities in recognition of words and capi-
tal and lower case letters and to visual and
auditory perceptive abilities, and (4) a
constellation of language skills, which can
be taught and which seems basic to success
in the language arts, at least at the primary
level, was identified.

A further reason, in addition to the nat-
ural sequence of the child's language devel-
opment, for delaying more formal spelling
instruction until the later primary period
is the fact that the intensive word study
required by spelling is essentially in direct
conflict with the efficient teaching of be-
ginning reading, which today emphasizes
meaningful phrase reading rather than par-e

rot-like word-by-word or worse, letter-by-
letter analysis. The answer to this problem,
as Cole (10) has said, is not to return to
cumbersome and inefficient methods of
teaching reading but to modify the initia-
tion of the formal spelling progratit

W. SOME INTERRELATION.
SHIPS OF THE LANOtIACIE

- ARTS
The separation of language growth into

oral, written and mechanical aspects of lan-
guage in the three sections above needs to
be corrected by an emphasis" upon the
terrelatedness of all phases of language:de-,
velopment. Some of the research showing
relationships has been summarized by Hill
dreth (18) and by Artley (4);

The interrelatedness of language growths
shows first in the sequential patterns Of
language development discussed above;
i.e., the child listens with comprehension be-
fore he speaks with meaning; he develops
a substantial oral vocabulary before he
reads; he makes considerable reading prog-
ress before he writes; and he usually begins
to spell when he needs spelling in his own
writing.

Reading is regarded as one of the most
important academic achievements of the
early elementary years, but successful read-
ing depends primarily upon the develop-
ment of a stock of clear and accurate con-
cepts and upon the continuing development
of general speech skills in articulation, enun-
ciation, and phrasing, all of which can best
come through practice in group situations
devised and guided by a skillful teacher.
An understanding of the function of lan-
guage in conveying meanings, developing
ideas, sharing experiences and feeling, lis-
tening so that the listener may develop his
own ideas or feel as the speaker feels, is en-
hanced through emphasis upon communica-
tion in an audience situation in oral reading
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the teacher tilt as to ConStitute-, almost alfiereM arts
wotil4 do well to concentrate upon gross Anderson (1252) has summarizeitthe &f
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At the later elementary level, reading Is
,C-,1,11(e)fto,"fiiinish -much of the Material for

oral or written conversation and discussion.
Despite the competition of movies, radio,
and television, reading is _still an important

40t6Ltlie child's acquiring an understand...
lug of broader world which lies beyond
the home and the neighborhood and about

-(-Aforchiliii46Iii these years are increas.,
1:v.:1rigly Concerned: The teaching, of usage at

this level, as at the early elementary level,
will upon the teacher's ability to

'ycdiagnose and correct those_ errors incur,
*.;'ting the greatest social penalty in the group,'

-,Artley.! (4) has pointed out the close
tiens.hip-that reading comprehension bears
to other language abilities.

'Beery, (8) has indicated that reciprocal
relations between reading and listening In-
eludes these: (1) pupils will listen better

?;cif IKoy expect to use what they hears (2)
14fening needs to be reinforced by other
modes of -experience; and (3) since corn-
prehension improves when pupils are en-
couraged to check themselves on the ideas
gained from reading, listening probably

'.:rieeds, similar cheeks. Several writers, in-
:2'eludingl Beery have emphasized the fact
4h:it listening as a development skill needs

explored by research.

While speaking and writing are closely
arts;- students of language develop-

ment arid teachers must be aware tha, the
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2. Quantity of experiencek
of practice fr writing 'from- the first1O
the eighth, grade IS at the outside not
More than the equivalent of tvie'weelcs'.
practice; in oral expression had -by
child the age, of four or
1 Excessive criticism: . If WO caleue
lated the, proportion of- criticisms triode'
by the most critical "mother to the total
number, of words 'spoken_ by the Child,
the resulting figure would be Very small
indeed, but if the same comparIs_onWere
made for -written language in The -class:
room, the figure would be very
my point is essentially that the excessive
criticism to which the child's writing ,-(y)
its early stages subjected, Is exactly
the opposite of the situation which facIl1. _

toes the- acquisition of spoken language
in the young .

-

4. Easeof assignment: .. All the:Children ,_2"`t

in the classroom can write, while 'all the
children cannot _talk at the sat 0- ."6
Hence written work can be used to keep
children busy, whether or not it makes
any contribution to their well being.
5. The audience: . The greatest differ'
ence between written and spoken kn.
guage, however, comes when we Think
the audiences to which they are Address.
ed. Spoken language is a form of social
Intercommunication in a person it) per-_
on relation, It takes place in a function-- :4
al situation in which it is used to secure
effects or to influence other people: the
written composition on the other: hand Is

the teacher and gets its entire mean- 1
4
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ing from the teacher's reactions. . from
the developmental point of view, an au-
dience to be influenced or changed by
the language is the most important fea-
ture of the process of intercommunica-
tion. (1)

Although such differences exist in terms
of usual classroom procedures, it is still
true that the child's different language abil-
ities tend to grow together and to be posi-
tively related to one another.

In addition to the interrelatedness of the
Various language arts as demonstrated in
developmental sequences, the close relation-
ships among them are illustrated in correla-
tional studies showing how various phases
of language are related to factors such as
mental ability, socio-economic status, sib-
ling status, and sex. Some of these relation-
ships, such as those involving socio-econom-
ic background, are developed more fully
in other parts of this series.

The child's language, is probably the best
means of studying his 'mental ability and
his thinking. Curti (12) believes that per-
ceptual and ideational meanings develop
side by side and that they are related to in-
telligence, social status, and the stage of
cultural development attained by the socie-
ty in which the child lives. While many of
the conclusions of Piaget are open to ques-
tion in the light of current research evi-
dence, he did call attention to the fact that
much of children's thinking is characterized
by egocentrism, absolutism, animism, and
a lack of understanding of cause-and effect
relationships. Many of these characteristics
of children's thinking persist into adulthood.
Research tells little about the ages at which
children can learn key concepts which are
necessary to a development of social and
scientific understandings and attitudes. We
do know that accurate and reasonably com-
plete concepts do not appear until the later

years of childhood. This slowness, however,
may be due to the great number and com-
plexity of situations which the child Inust
master rather than to an inner "maturation-
al" level. (12)

The study of Biber and associates (7) of
the school life of a group of seNvti year ()WS
confirms the assumption that the period
from seven to eight years marks a decline
in egocentrism and is a period when the
child is most clearly oriented toward ac-
quiring "the control, the power that are the
by-products of establishing functioning re-
lations to an expanding environment," Biber
found that this group of ten children used
language more as a means of communica-
tion of ideas than as a means of expression
of feeling, In general discussion, they show-
ed a tendency to connect a general topic of
discussion with personal happenings in their
own experience. Cabling knowledge thus
functioned as an extension of the self. Their
emerging concepts were active and involved
active, observable ideas.

Baker (5), in his study of children's free
discussions in grades two, four, and six in
three schools in the New York metropolitan
area, found that children's free discussions
tend to be factual and concerned with the
present. There were gradual grains appar-
ent in the fourth and sixth grades in terms
of the attention given voluntarily to adult
activities and interests. The higher the
grade, the greater the dependence upon
vicarious experience. Baker found second
graders to be almost entirely individualistic
in expression with little give and take as
compared to fourth and sixth graders.

Baker's study also pointed out some inter-
esting differences between groups of vary.
ing socio-economic status. Groups with
higher economic status, although not signi-
ficantly higher intelligence quotients, de-
voted less attention in discussion to books,
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&die', and movies, but gave evidence of hav-
ing MON) information, probing more deeply,
sticking to the point, and having better vo-
tahularies.and superior value systems.

evidence of thedifferences between
-itatns groups points' out not only the differ-

lri language development, but also Im-
portant differences in interests and values.

-'Ihese May arise in the case of the child of
'Over status from what LeWin (24) has
teirnea "the early and sharp separation of
reality and unreality," whiel, he defines as
bein 'unfavorable to the child's develop-

-, merit.

Islanes observation (30) that the effect
Qf pOverty, and particularly of overcrowd-
Ing,- on the personality development of the
growing child was to break illustions1 to de-
Stroy 'goal images" soon after they are
forMed, to make children realistic on the
negative and discouraging side, is perhaps
an amplification of Lewin's point and an
explanation for the differences which are
so apparent in the discussions of the groups
which Baker observed.

-The most obvious differences in language
deVelopment at all school levels are those
differences in speech patterns associated

PriMarily with differences in socio-econom-
,lo status. All measures of linguistic maturity
as well as conventional standards indicate
the superiority of children from the upper
social levels. A child exposed to a large vo-
cabulary and skill in its use soon develops,
by observation and imitation, facility of ex-
pression, exactness of meaning, and correct
grammatical form. k child from poorer dr-

-en-instances can hope to acquire these skills
only with considerable effort and much
Conscious unlearning and relearning of lan-
gUage.

-_- Finally, faulty speech articulation is re-
Wed to sex differences, size of family, hear-
ing acuity, and emotional and mental ma-
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turity. Sex differences in favor of girls in
the matter of comprehension ability in .

speech, as in all other aspects of language
growth, appear at an early level. Accord.
lug to E. A. Davis, girls retain up to the ',

nine-and-a-half-year level superiority in ar-
ticulation as well as in word usage, length,
complexity, and grammatical correctness of
sentences. Two studies indicate that sex
differences in comprehensibility of speech
are more marked among children of the
lower socio- economic levels. (28)

The sample findings given above indicate
that personal and environmental factors are
likely to influence all forms of language
behavior, As in the case of the child's de-
velopmental sequences, the results indicate
close relationships among the various phas
es of language behavior and achievement.
Such relationships have not alwayS been
fostered by a school program which' divides
such activities as reading, spelling, and
writing into separate, even water-tight com-
partments. Other articles in this series in-
dicate some specifio directions the language
curriculum must follow if it is to be guided
by these child development data..

This chapter has indicated the importance
of such ideas as the broad range of -commu-
nicative activities, developmental patterns
in various phases of language and the
ation from child to child in different lan-
guage arts abilities resulting from Individ-
ual personality factors and from the child's
social environment.
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DAVID H. ayssELL1

Language is a form of behavior so closely
related to mental and social development
that it should be intimately related to per-
sonality. Other articles in this series inch-
sate the close relationships between various
forms of language behavior and other de-
velopmental characteristics and environ-
mental conditions. The review of some two

-hundred fifty references in preparation for
this article indicates that although language
activities and personality are theoretically
close, research evidence about their rela-
tionships is frequently spotty and vague.
Certain topics such as interrelationships of
language arts difficulties and personality
difficulties have been rather thoroughly ex-
plored. Other areas, such as the positive
contribution of language abilities to per-
sonality development or the relationships
between certain types of personality and
different forms of language activity, ;lave
been relatively untouched.

PreVIOUS Summaries
Some mention of work on interrelation-

-2, ships of language and personality is made in
the two comprehensive summaries of Mc-
Carthy (91, 92) on child development in
language. Witty ( 165, 166, 167) has three
articles summarizing work on the relation-
ships between reading and emotions or ad-
justment factors. In a chapter entitled "The
Relations of Language and Speech Acquisi-
tions to Personality Development" LaBrant
(84) has a number of wise suggestions to
teachers for broadening the usual language
arts program, but little research evidence to
quote. Anyone interested in the topic should
read her discussion of the growth of lan-

.64$474.2474 4

guage behavior, language as an outlet for
creative urges, and influences of literature
upon adolescents. LaBrant points out that, t
by the time the child comes to school, his 1
language behavior is already so organized
that it is hard for the teacher to recognize
its psychological significance. She points
out, also, that schools are largely concerned
with the child's knowledge of external lan-
guage materials, printed and written, and
the degree to which he conforms to conven-
tional language patterns. Other summaries
of previous research are of a more special-
ized nature and will be mentioned In appro-
priate sections below.

A survey of available references leads to
the conclusion that the dearth of specific
evidence about interrelationships of lan-
guage behaviors and personality is due, not
to lack of knowledge about language de-
velopment, but to lack of success in defin-
ing and measuring personality, particularly
in the elementary school and secondary
school age range. As a result of two analy-
ses of available personality questionnaires,
one including a 360item bibliography, El-
lis (35, 36) concludes that personality ques-
tionnaires are of questionable value in
group diagnosis of individual adjustment or
personality traits. Other difficulties in per-
sonality measurement have been pointed
out by Goodenough (52), Gough (55), Mc-
Shea (95), Sullivan (144), Traxler (151)
and others. The newer projective and soe::)-
.11.t111.

Wrofessor of Education, University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley. 1%c Nibliographical work for
this study was aided by a grant from the PO-
ulty Research Pund'of the Department of Edu-
cation, University of California.
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metrie approaches to personality measure-
nient have been described, and in some
cases tried with school children, by Bonney
(16), Frank.(42), Havighurst (65), lnkeles
(74), Kuhlen (82), Sargent (126) and
Symonds (145). Such methods offer prom-
ise of better methods of personality meas-
urement of preschool end school children
and, youth. When current problems have
been studied more thoroughly, well as that
Of the examiner confnling his own projec-
tions with those of the child,- more corn-,
plete analyses of the interrelationships of
personality and language behaviors can be
made. The current scarcity of adequate per-
sonality measures seems to be one import-
ant cause of the paucity of specific evidence
about the interrelationships of language
and personality.

Although the term personality is some-
times in doubt, a search of the literature re-
veals considerable evidence about the re-
lationships between personality and
achievement in general, including language
achievements. Many studies of the interre-
lationships of personality and reading
achievements have also been made. These
and related topics are considered below.

Personally and General Academic
Achievements

Investigators have frequently been inter-
ested in reasons for school success and fail-
ure and in emotional and personality influ-
ences upon achievement, including lane
guage achievements. General discussions of
emotional and social behavior in relation to
learning have been presented by Anderson
(5) and by Jones, Conrad and Murphy
(78). A number of texts in educational psy-
chology, such as that of Pressey and Rob-
inson (112) differentiate between the ef-
fects of mild emotion and strong emotional
frustration upon learning. Later research on
school achievements and personality has
been summarized by Tuddenham (152) and

by Seagoe and Cooper (128). A good his-
torical introduction to the topic is-present-
ed by Wolf (169), who summarizes forty- _

two studies (and mentions eighty-one in
her 'bibliography) of the relationships of
personality to success or failure in school
work, The first study mentioned is one by
S. L, Pressey on the relation of character
traits to success in school, published hi
1920. Most of the studies reviewed involV-
ed subjects at the college 1031 and; min-
standardized ratings of personality
frequent. Many of the studies
cases where there was a disparity, between -

intelligence 'records and academie achieve-
ment and a number suggest that anxiety'-:
states and other emotional disturbances May
affect both intelligence scores and achleye--,-,:
ment scores, In another study of two match-
ed groups of girls at the sixth grade' level,
Wolf (168) 1947, found that six of seven
personality tests showed differences favor.
ing the good achievers in various sob of
subjects.

Later studies of factors other than
gence which affect school success in lan-
guage and other areas are those of 11,'Air
(154), Cerberich (48) and Owens and
Johnson (107). Early disparity studies in-'
elude those of Laird (85) and Stone (141) ;
Other studies of personality factors In
learning and achievement are those of Bird
(13), of Keys and Whiteside (79), of stile ,-
ner (139), of Murphy and Ladd (103) arid
of Gough (56). Rorschach responses of sued
cessful and unsuccessful students have
been studied by Margulies (96) and Os-
borne and Sanders (105), Failures of gifted
pupils were studied by Van Alstyne (155);
Conklin (26), and Cohler (24) and the ed-
ucational achievements of "problem ohil-
dren" by Paynter and Blanchard (109).
Some recent articles on personality and
learning by McCarthy, Hildreth and others
have been collected in an American Coun-
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ell on Education publication (4).
The common finding of many of these

studies that personality affects learning and
achievement has been questioned by Rosen
,(117) who found no difference between
children diagnosed as neurqtio and as nor-

: Mal and by Thurstone (150) who feels
that "too much attention has probably been
given . to personality adjustment in the
reading problem" and that more attention
could profitably be given to problems of

- perception. In a somewhat more detailed
study Hendrickson and Huskey (69) found
that at the sixth, grade level, extroversion is
positively reldted to achievement and nega-
tively to intelligence for boys and practi-
cally unrelated to those factors in the case
of girls.

The studies on interrelationships of per-
sonality and general academie achieve-
ments, including language abilities, leave
ifrif reader with a feeling that satisfactory
data have still to be uncovered, There is
little doubt that strong emotions and more
permanent maladjustments may interfere
with learning and achievement in many
cases but specific evidence of relationships
is lacking. Difficulties in personality meas-
urement have contributed to the uncertain-
ty of the findings. Somewhat more satis-
factory answers have been achieved in the
more specific studies of the interrelation-
ships of personality difficulties and reading
difficulties which are reviewed two sections
below.

Personality and Language
Language and personality have been as-

sociated by many writers, with varying
- amounts of supporting research evidence.

In her text Strickland (143) says, "The lan
guage of an individual is in a very real
sense the mirror of his personality . . . The
spontaneity, fluency and control he shows
in his speech indicate quite clearly how well
his growth, is progressing." The child who
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acquires language easily usually makes so-
cial adjustments easily. Some writers sup.
port the stereotype that a person's person-
ality can be judged by his voicethe soft,
quiet voice indicates a shy person, etc.
There is little evidence against hypotheses
such as these but there is also little or no
general evidence showing the exact rela.
tionships suggested. Some o: the available
studies in speech and in written language
are mentioned below.

The standard reference to speech educa-
tion, Thonssen and Fatherson's Bibliogra-
phy of Speech Education and its supple.
ment (147), (148) is a good source for
articles and books on speech and person-
ality. For example, the supplement coveing
1939 to 1948 lists some thirty theses and
fifty articles on the topic. Most of these,
however, are concerned with adults and
with formal aspects of speech. The other in.
dispensable reference is Stanford's review
(125) of over one hundred books and ar-
ticles in the field. Sanford believes the two
main developments in the study of speech
are a movement toward a quantitative des-
cription of linguistic phenomena and a
study of the functional relation between
language and nonlinguistic behavior. In
regard to the second he says, "Man, the -----
sign-using animal, makes many of his ad-
justments by devices purely linguistic, and
his intellectual functions are in large part
dependent upon words. If we set up the hy-
pothesis that a study of the individual's
verbal behavior will disclose a facet of his
personality, it appears unlikely that we are
weaving a rope entirely of sand." (125:
814) He concludes that much work needs to
be done in exploring relationships between
speech and personality but that "there are
many indications that language is a vehi-
cle of personality as well as thought,"

More specifically, in the young child lan-
guage is closely related to socialization, It
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hrioted that the young ;child's oral
Iariguago beoimisotouvo about two years
of aye but 0* true co-eperative play does

usolly,..-appept until _tour or live years
of age; IslifOrfidltistmentS in the 'child's life

is language development. There
", is some evidence that learning to walk de-

lays the appearance of first words and ad-
lasting to school In- the first year or two

= may slow down rate of vocabulary growth
(28);SpriesterbaCh and Buck (08) suggest
that - speech development involves (1)
speech sound development (2) speech flu-
eney. (8) language development and (4)
Voice They and other writers warn that
`defective articulation (by adult standards)

- norniallor the three or four - year -old and
that hesitations = and rhythmic ',,difficulties
may occur normally in children's speech for
years thereafter. The causation of stuttering
Is 'still _in dispute. Johnson = (771 178)
states,that "the most defensible general con -
elusion -to_bc drawn from this research, to

"date, would seem to be that stuttering is a
specifio form of learned anxiety-motivated
behavior." Richardson (114) found few dif-
ferences between adult stutterers and non-
stutterers on the Rorschach and Thematic
Apperception Tests and Ainsworth (3)
stresses the theory of ultiesl.smation,.
and "widely variant causes" of stuttering.
Halm (81) has shown that the content and
form of children's speech must be related
to the social setting in which it takes
place.

A: considerable number of studies of col
lege students, such as those of Gilkinson
(40, 50), of Cantril (21), Minkel (34), and
Duncan (33) have shown some relation-
ship between personality test scores and
certain aspects of speech, especially quality.
However, as Spriestersbach and Buck (138)
suggest, in associating voice and person-
ality listeners are usually only declaring
their own stereotypes and personality esti-
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mates on voice alone seem to be little better T-
than estimates of intelligence' based-en fa-
dal expression.

_

',The established relatiOnship,s between_:
children's writing -and _their personalities
are also meager. That aPelliag.diffte:Ultia
may be related to emotional difficulties has,
been suggested by Schonell (127)-,,b1Rtes-
sell (118), and by Spache (1.$7)'. That"

"phology is riot 'entirely a fake hai been
gested by Victor (158) and etheiiellut,pi'
bably the mist fruitful .apPreach- WO_
study of language-and persorialitYels
being' started through 'aealy#s of the'Con-,
tent of children's oral andwrittenianguageY_

Older studieS of conVersittiO'n;;
such as those Of Zyve' (171) and Pay0on
(30) were content to analyze the child's
written materials in terms of favorite tOpics.-,_:_k)
at various grade" levels, If- the. normative'
topics, such as those: found by pacVs41.-'
(games and sports, personal ozotperieri:00,
trips, pets,,:amily and frinds, ete.)'Wre;
compared to one individual's conversation
some clues as to tiN peronality could_ pes:,
sibly be derived. Similarly, early analyses,:
of children's writing such as those of Fitt, -,
gerald (40) and Bellows (10) eould be car-,
ried to the, place where they shed some "

-light-or-personality.- A- beginning on this-77
type of study has been ,made by Leary (
and by Caldwell and Swenson :( go) , No`
(25) and Burrows (10) both suggest sores`
of the diagnostic and therapeutic values of
children's creative writing.

A discussion of personality and language
would be incomplete withont mention
the pioneer in the_ field. The classical
dies of Piaget, especially his early werlcs
(110, 111) stress the relationship betvieen
a child's language and his social develop-
ment, Piaget stresses the "prelogicar, and
"egocentric" nature of the child's language
before seven or eight years of age and the
social nature of his language and concepts
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'several of the language arts has been the
.:11Stio of psychodrama and sociodrama In the
'treatment of adjustment difficulties. Del
Torto and Cornyetz (31) have a 28 -item
bibliography on psychodrama and Shoobs
(`l31) reports on its use in the schools. The

-,Shaftels (129, 130) have two descriptions
:,of the use of sociodrama in the intermediate
gradW McCann (94) reported gains in
reading competence and attitude as a result

a series of sociodramas devised to treat
,personality problems simultaneously with
-reading problems. The smphasis in such
Studies upon a combination of therapy and,
remedial instruction rather than concentra-,

,tioa on reading teachniques alone offers
'new possibilities for clinical and other re-
medial work in the various language arts
fields.

Summary
The studies summarized above, nearly

two hundred in number, reveal many gaps
in our knowledge of the interrelationships
of personality and language behavior. There

,are numerour accounts of child develop-
ment in the areas of preschool language and
of reading especially, but only a few of
these relate language behavior to personal-

- ity fr4ctors. This paucity of effective corre-
lation seems to be due in part to lack of ade-
quate instruments and other difficulties in
measuring personality traits of children and
adolescents. Some progress has been made

- in studying children's personalities through
the content of their language productions
and, usually in test situations, through the
structure of their language responses. Some
'of the newer projective techniques (usually
involving language) and more skilled obser-
vations of children's general behavior offer
hoPe that more rewarding studies of inter-
relationships of language and personality
can be made.

Although results are still meager, there
'exists some evidence that amount and type
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of language behavior is often closely relat-
ed to other phases of personality. At pres.
ent the most detailed analysis seems to be
in the area of social- emotional disturbances
as related to reading difficulties. A promis-
ing lead has been opened up in the influ.
ences of reading, discussion, sociodrama,
etc, on personality not only as catharsis and
therapy in difficult cases but as procedures
with normal children, Language activities
are causes, concomitants, or results of per-
sonality factors but many detailed relation-
ships must be explored if teachers and par-
ents are to have the help they sometimes
need in guiding growth in both language
and personality.
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(i) :the above genVralliations probably
to the other language atts as much as

to reading. They should all be regarded as
hypotheses for further 'scientifio'stUdy.
ejoeitive Values of. Pleading and Litera-

lure,
From at least the days of the Music and

literary schools of ancient Athens,: teachers
have always used literature in an attempt
to influence the personality and character
of their students. Much of the modern writ-
ing on the subject continues to be specula-
tive or hortatory, with titles such as What
Can Literature Do for Me? (182) or Now
to Improve Your Personality by Reading
(14 "' A beginning on the scientific study
of the problem seems to have been initiated
in the United States by Moore (102). A
brief summary of some of the available stu-
dies has been made by N. B. Smith (135)
who also reported on the results of a "free=
response" investigation in which children
were asked to write about any reading ma-
terial which had changed their thinking or
attitudes (134). Witty (165, 167) has con-
tributed at least two summaries of research
on the values or effects of reading. W. S.
Gray (58) summarized thirty studies of the
effects of reading on such things as informa-
tion and belief, attitudes and morale, pub-
lic opinion and voting. The most complete
summary dealing with bibliotherapy as such
seems to be that of Russell and Shrodes
(123), Worthwhile general articles are
those of Bryan (18), L. Gray (57) D. V.
Smith (133) and Wenzel (161).

The more specific studies of the effects
of reading and literature deal with various
types of reading material and different age
groups. 'Waples' (160) studies are concern-
ed with the reading habits of adults but
have implications for understanding chil-
dren and youth. Loban's (90) and Meekel's
(07) doctoral studies are concerned with
the effects of reading short stories and a

novel on adolescents; Wampler and Gaut'-
son (159) _ suggest boas useful in under,
standing poblems of adolescenCe. Ilegge
and Voelker (67) suggest readingiliaterrali-
for "non-academic " pnpila,'Steugliten
Ray (142) found that children in the tec-
ond, fourth; and sixth gradei seldoM
a character from a book as the person they:_
would most like to be like." Russell (122):','
found that a group of teachers could :recall
various influences of books
during childhood. Child' and others (24
have an interesting analysis of posiible
fects of third-grade readers on children
ing them, Sister Mary Agnes (2) and,
Groves (60) suggest possible influences of -.
children's poetry. Goldman (51) feels that
the values of fables in character edueitfon'
may be overrated and Lawler (87) suggests
some personality values for participation in
communication activities.

One of two recent developments has been
the planned use of different therapeutic
techniques with retarded readers. Many of
the older studies of remedial programs,
such as those of Kirk (80), liegge (68), and:
Monroe and Backus ( 101) reported person-
ality gains as a correlate of reading gairio.
The newer emphasis is on therapy for its
own sake, Axline (8, 9) has two descrip.
tions of play and non-directive therapy and
Kunst (83) described psychological treat-
ment of reading disability cases. Bills (12).
found significant changes in the reading
ability of eight third grade children as a re;
suit of p'iy therapy experience and Good-
man and others (58) reported improve-
ment in over half the cases of a group of:
elementary-school children treated for nine
months with a combination of psychothert,
apy and specific remedial work. Meyer (08),
reported, from a psychoanalytic point of
view, an experiment in story-telling used as
therapy.

The second recent development involving
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factor in reading difficulties.
One facet of the relationship of reading

to adjustment is the study of reading abili-
ties of delinquent children. Some evidence
on the academie achievements of delin
quents is given in the National Society for
the Study of Education Yearbook (104)
dealing with delinquency. In 1936 Fendrick
and Bond (39) found a group of delinquent
boys In New York City to be markedly re-
tarded in reading ability. Feinberg (37, 38)

5
-_ verified this finding in two other studies

and Ash (6) reported discrepancies be-
,' tween reported schooling and academic

achievements of adolescent delinquents.
Thomas (148) and Klumb (81) found that
reading interests of delinquent boys are
not as varied or mature as those of none
delinquent boys. A careful unpublished
study by Wickham (162) found the most
fruitful data for distinguishing groups of
delinquents and non-delinquents in the
emotionally charged relationships between
parent and child and teacher and child. The
delinquent groups were much below aver-
age In school grades and 58 per cent of the
group stated a dislike for one or more school
subjects with English being the most dis-
liked. Wickham, Harris (104) and others
stress that a constellation of causal factors
is frequently associated with delinquency.
The studies quoted do not establish poor
reading ability as a direct cause of the mal-
adjustments labelled delinquency but do
indicate that the two are often associated.

While there is still some uncertainty
about the influence of personality factors
upon success or failure in groups of chil-
dren, there is no doubt that personality fac-
tors may affect reading achievement of in-
dividuals. Current study may be most pro-
fitably directed toward how and why the
two are related. In this connection observa-
tions made by Cates (47) in 1941 still seem
to be pertinent. Some of his findings with
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other generalizations added ares
(a) Personality difficulties are frequent

ly but not universally associated with read-
ing difficulties.

(b) In cases where they occur together,
personality difficulties may be causes, con-
comitants, or results of reading difficulties.

(c) Emotional difficulties usually appear
as part of a constellation of difficulties caus-
ing reading retardation.

(d) There is no single personality pat-
tern characteristic of reading failure and
there is no proved one-to-one relationship
between type of adjustment difficulty and
type of reading disability. For example, feel-
ings of insecurity resulting from undue
home pressure for achievement may result
in low reading achievement marked by
withdrawal, compulsive, anxious reading
marked by frequent errors, or higher
achievement in reading than would be ex-
pected from mental level.

(o) Symptoms associated with reading
difficulties are commonly aggressive reac-
tions withdrawing tendencies or general in-
security and apprehension.

(f) If emotional, adjustment disturbanc-
es are one of a group of primary causes of
reading difficulties, retardation in other
academic !earnings often occurs.

(g) If reading difficulties are a cause of
emotional difficulties, skilled remedial work
in reading may clear up rather easily a con-
siderable number of difficulties. If deep-
seated personality difficulties are a cause
of reading difficulties, ordinary remedial
work is likely to be ineffective and more
intensive therapy is required.

(h) Diagnosis and remediation in read-
ing are often more acceptable to children
and to parents than they are in fundamen-
tal personality maladjustments. According-
ly the reading aspects of a problem may be
emphasized in the beginning stages of
treatment,
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ing ability, social acceptability, intelligence
and general school achievement. She con-
cluded that "extensive reading is a signifi-
cant factor in children's social acceptabili-
ty?' Heisler (68) found that 600 comic
book and non-comic book readers made
much the same scores on the California
Test of Personality.

The importance of social and emotional
adjustments in reading readiness has been
attested in a number of studies. Smith
(136), has summarized 136 studies dealing
with readiness, including some thirty-five
titles dealing with emotional and social
readiness. More general discussions of the
role of social and emotional factors in read-
iness have been presented by Harrison (63)
and by Hildreth (70). Since readiness is a
factor in reading achievement at all grade
levels, the above references underline the
close relationships between social and emo-
tional adjustments and reading success
throughout the elementary and secondary
school.
b. Interrelationships of Reading Difficulties

and Personality Disturbances.
Of all the specific relationships between

language and personality the area of read-
ing difficulties related to emotional and
personality difficulties has been most thor-
oughly investigated. Early summaries of
some of the research include those of Tul-
chin (153), of Wilking (164) and at least
three articles by Gates (45, 46, 47) which
also included original research findings.
Russell (119) reported studies with some
conflict between the results of group in-
vestigations and individual ease studies.
Witty (165) used the same classification of
over twenty studies and added a section on
the place of therapy in remedial work. He
concludes that evidence of close relation-
ship between emotional difficulties and
reading difficulties comes from four sourc-
es: (1) case studies by analysts, educators

and physicians (2) comparisons of groups
of retarded and successful readers (3) stu-
dies of individuals over long periods of
time and (4) remedial work emphasizing-,
therapeutic methods. Ina careful study of
22 cases of extreme reading disability Rob-
inson (115) found nine cases with emotion-
al difficulties, as defined by a psychiatrist,
and also reviewed the literature in this
area.

The present writer has been unable com-
pletely to verify Witty's finding that group
comparisons of retarded and successful
readers provide evidence of a causal rela-
tionship between emotional difficulties and
reading difficulties. Witty himself stresses
multiple causation in reviewing case studies
(165:291). In tabulating forty research stu-
dies involving the relationship of reading
difficulties and personality disturbances the
writer found fifteen that claimed intimate
or causal relationships and twenty-five
which discovered no significant differences
between groups of retarded and normal
readers or which included personality dif-
ficulties as only one of a constellation of re-
lated causes. Little or no relationship was
found in studies such as those of Sister
Mary Vera (157), Gann (44) and Betts
(1). Close relationships were found in
small numbers of case studies reported by
Blanchard (14, 15), Tulchin (153), Gates
(46), Hardwick (62), Vaughn (156), Mis-
sildine (99), Lantz and Liebes (86), Wik-
sell (163) and Stevenson (140). Represen-
tative studies giving emotional difficulties
as only one of a group of possible causes
include those of Castner (22), Leland (89),
Parker (108), Gates (47), Jackson (75),
McCaul (93), Robinson (116) and Young
(170), Osburn (100) believes that such fac-
tors as lack of auditory discrimination and
lack of readiness at school entrance are pri-
mary factors in reading disability but clas-
sifies emotional difficulties as a secondary
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after_ eleven or twelve years. A number of
investigators in the United States such as

°Abel (1), Deutsche (32), Huang and Lee
(72) and McCarthy (92), have questioned
SOnte,,of Plaget's_speefie findings in regard
16- animism and causality but not his gen-
eral hypothesis of close relationships be-

, tween language and social development.
McCarthy points out the importance of the
situation In which language is recorded.

' Most of Piaget's later work, not all of which
is available in English translation, has been
concerned with children's concepts rather
than specific aspects of personality.

Personality and Reading
The continued interest in the study of

reading, almost an undue emphasis com-
-:- pared to what has been done in oral Ian-

guage and listening, means that many more
z research results are available connecting

personality with reading than with any
other language art, There are in the litera-
ture known to the writer approximately a
hundred references to interrelationships of
reading difficulties and emotional difficnl-
ties atone. The present summary mentions

_ only some of the more important references,
divided as follows: (a) studies of general
relationships between reading and person-
ality (b) studies of interrelationships of
reading difficulties and personality disturb-

', antes, (c) studies of positive values of read-
ing and literature.

a, Reading and Personality: General Rela-
tionships
Cray (59) and his co-authors have sug-

gested many ways in which reading may
contribute to social and personal develop-

_ ment, Havighurst (64), and the Shaftels
(129, 130) related reading to the "develop-
mental tasks" of childhood and adolescence,
the latter using a sociodrama technique.
Coodykoo0z (54) and Horn (71) have
given general suggestions for language arts
and reading programs stressing child de-
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velopment. Auerbach (7) and Russell (120)
have sugested conditions which must be
met before reading can influence person-
ality effectively. The Franks (43), Daniel
and Hinds (29), Husband (73) and Rus-
sell (121) have all emphasized the import-
ance of the process of identification if read-
ing is to influence personality adjustments.
Bossard (17) and Russell (124) have sug-
gested that teachers be aware of culturally
induced problems if they are to help per-
sonality adjustmen# through reading.

The relationship of reading interests to
personality offers many opportunities for
research, Cottle (27) has shown that inter-
est scores are related to personality scores
at the adult level. In a study of Scottish
children using a pictures test, a poem test,
books and films preferred, a story comple-
tion test and other language activities
Foulds (41) concluded that a child's "fic-
tional choices are predictable, since they
cohere with other observable characteris-
tics of his personality." In an intensive study
of two sixth grade classes in California
Reed (113) used stch measures as an in-
terest inventory, lists of books read, Mental
Health Analysis, sociometrie scores and
reading achievements. He found that the
top quarter of the group on the Mental
Health Analysis were three times as accur-
ate as the lowest quarter when their stated
reading preferences were compared to their
actual reading. At this level both.high and
low quartiles on a combination of person-
ality measures read animal and adventure
stories but the low group read more on
family life and sports. The hypothesis sug-
gested was that this group read more in
these areas for feelings of security and
achievement. The correlation between
amount of comic books read and popular-
ity (measured sociometrically) was .80. In
a larger study of sixth grade pupils Mitchell
(100) reported relationships between read-
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evious chapter's have stressed the rely-
hip of ,,child 'development, to ?iinettge

da 914'0_4; Ond the' hnpPr.tance' this
elatiOriship as fact(it 'determining what-
etteheli'atid` parents, can !to teloiter such

,gil:Iyit,k-110:parepso of the present chap-
`tiai to examine specific: directives pro -

hY:thiAPrOPOsition for the educatiOn-
et: 'MONS of ihohorne.and school.

Nuniber One: his Important to
_Record Continued Observations of
Children and Their Language Ac-
Unities.

,Tte bread generalizations that develop-
went 4 continuous, interrelated, and differ-
ntiated provide the outline within which

the development of Mary, John,
Wancycand Peter can be observed and stn

led, It is only through day-to-day observe-
orti:= however, that this skeleton _frame-

*Ai of ideas can be'clathed with the, flesh
and MOO °treat language experiences.

SiMply. stated, this directive means that
010 4401.1 for any practical attempt to re-

010000 development` to the broader
eVelOpMent of children is to start -obserw

'Olip.erciation record of what oneMinions
4414 hears.

llif;thete are a number, of Notions
teachers and ParenfittO.obierVe

ehIldren,' keeping 'ioirte kind-of

rt

. Luny*

L The observations shduld be focused on
children as they talk, Writet.
tent in the eonteXtibflhefr (Oki
-iencei at hOrniand-al sohaele, op,
of such obSeiVationS is to cal/OCt c'tfAa'
tion `about their Octue14anguageodevelop-
ment, not to ,verify a preciously-held. On-.
vktion as to .what that_development should
be,

2. Ifs the purpose of such Observationf,
is to get at deve/opment, they must be isae
more than once. Development to language
takes place over _time, and Ihii.ebaraCtet -
its direction and Velocity can be &termini.
ed only by observing over"a period of time
the nature and speed of change in reading,-
writing, and speech patterns, and in other
aspects of language.- ItecOrds of language

. activities noting the nature. and velocity of
changes essential to, the education-
al program. Fortunately,- much of such re-
cording can by by 00401,111.pg0A6
products or by helping ; the child
do this 'observing-and: :recording rbinl/elf,
Teaoheri, :however, need- to s add to Such
collections of the things children :00 and
write some systematiCobservatiens,Wjam
guage- experiences-tot *fleeted by these
toterla4. This need IS eSpeelally" important
in the areas of 'Speaking and listening.

'3.%Becatise of the"inteirelatednest of len.
`0:10014thi; social experiences, 'Observations

=000,
Nrulitertrublie oo s.'

1
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;-;should be made-of children over the range
of their speaking, reading, writing, and lis-
tening behavior in the variety_ of saCial situ.
:Mons in which these language functions
Ore- used.-

wny*would want to extend this observe.
'lion to all forms of creative expressionex.
pressiOn through plastic and graphic arts

_ forms, physical movement, musio, as well as
the usual speech' forrni. Anyone who has
watched, a child fingerpant, and then_ has
listened to him tell the meaning -Of his ex.

-perlenee will tensc the importance of this
additional kind of observation.

- Observationi soon become unmet:age-
able in terms of the complexity of items in.
ClUdedi-reeords kept on any continuous bet-

bewilder even'the most 'conscientl.
ous parent Or teacher, Observational records
Of a child's language activities, therefore,

_ nanst be looked at frequently and organiz.
:ed around some framework which ties to-
gether his developing overall pattern of
language development with his-immediate
day-to-day use of language in both home
and school.

Unfortunately, workers in the field of
language arts have 'not been very skillful
in devising such organizing frameworks,
and therefore in this area much construe-
tive work remains to be done. (7, 13)

5, Observational records of children's
language behavior form one of the impor-
tant bases fa: the evaluation of the lan-
guage growth of individual children and
for the general understanding of the tan-
guage development of a class group. Rec.
ords -Of the language behavior of a child
cannot be confused with norms and nation-
al aVeragei: They represent a day-to-day
statement of the actual growth of a child's
language as he uses it meet a variety of

-conirnunieetian needs.

Directive Number Two: Plans r4rigikite:
Arts_ Curricula Must actgii40' 4

Experiences dildreti, 140 t0'-` iff ~ he
Horne and'Outs,kle School,

It is easy for teachers to forget,that 014:-
child has -spent five, to six, year's
and practicing his speech ond liseerihig
terns prior to his ;entering selfoOl.
equally easy to forget the large arnoupt
time the child spends outside the school 142\
using- the kind of language- formS'that:eft,-
able him to get along Comfdrtablfand'efi,
fectively with his , associates.. POO
function of both ,home -'and :'S'ohitio-r:jr:C
help the child iffy
tive in dealing With his', larigiiage'nfe s
parents andteachers alike *00.49.
broad perspective of all the:' agencies
experiences that are influenelng ,the0,14
language development.

DeBoer, in his review Of- the saciall hie%
tors in lansuago development;' iai
ed that in addition te° the difference: that"
frequently exists between iinaguage (orals ,.°

of the home and those einphasized, bYithirf
school, different social groups yvitliin 'the
same community confront the 'amid
widely differentiated language -patterni.:
(See 8, also) One of the chihrs',higlail.:
guage problems is learning hoiv to ,select
the right language forms and speech',pit!:-:=
terns to deal effectively with particular so,
dal stivations,-

The important role that social situationi--T!
outside the school play in tho
guage development suggests the kitQAaitiig
considerations for teachers and parenti:

1. From contacts with his family; -,

mates, and neighborhood, each:child:has
developed a speaking and listening' --

guage_ pattern before he comes to" schnel.
(3, 11; 18) _

2. -The school assumes ltri'lMinediate_
sponsibility for first-
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gig' and next, his writing
e`gtt 'pattern of developme' .t

Wad on hiiotal language background and
ris growing need for the use of language to

'Oft* AO: extend meanings growing out
broadening expvience, (17)

I3y the time the child is nine, tills first
patteity of development Is finished, and

;,ftittliet development is dependent on the
many situations in which a variety of Ian-

skills are, used, (1) (It should be
Wed that the sequence is determined by

Social and educational factors in the
language' development and not by

sfila own 'physiological and biological ma-
tUtation.)

4, The child has greater use for speaking,
jisterilng, and reading outside of school

41--.than he has for writing, and the standards
kr each language function vary widely ac-
cording to social situations and social class.

-;:The'school is frequently the major force for
the many 'approved" language forms which
the child is compelled to recognize.

Both parents and teachers need to relate
-_ -their language-arts teaching to the Ian-

guage experiences the child is having out-
side schoolon playgrounds, in groups, or

'through radio and television. Parent-Teach-
it conferences (2), community surveys of
adult language patterns and use, adult edu-

.' catkin programs, and recordings are all re-
: ioUrees and activities which should prove

valuable in promoting further language
deVelopment.

Directive Number Three; The Ideas Held
by Teachers and Parents of the
Nature and Function of Language
Arts Are an important Factor in
Deteithinirig the Nature- of Lan-

.
guage'Peoelopinent iri Children,

It is likely that every teacher;npon'a little
etWetion,:reafizOS thar &IT:language' arts

4)

provide a means for the communication'of
ideas, feelings, and aspirations, and that this
communication is basically a social proCesS
demanding some kind of common mean-
ingful social experience and interaction.
This idea does not mean the same as 100
per cent correct spelling or using "good
grammar," Only when the developmental
experiences of the child are used by par;
ents and teachers as bases for language in-
struction, can ideas, language Proms, appro-
priate skills, conventions, and people get
together. Then, and only then, will the con.
tinuity of ideas, the conventional forms of
language, individualized expression', and the
existing interrelations among these footers
become apparent to the child, his teacher,
and parents.

There have been some clear demonstra-
tions of the value of basing language in-
struction upon the child's own functional
use of language. Howell (9), in her study
of spelling in relation to the writing of
second-grade children, found that (1) in
addition to using the words found in the
usual spellers, children used words found in
vocabulary lists for grades below and above
them (from the first 500 to the 20th thous-
and In Thomdike's list); (2) they used
many more words in writing than those in
the spelling lists (over seventy-five pre cent
of the words used were not in any spelling
list); (3) their writing vocabularies were to
a large extent individual (of the 1,539 words
recorded in the study, only 24 words were
used by all twenty-five children); and (9)
they employed a number of avenues for
learning to spell the words they needed to
usenever just one.

In the fourth grade, Van Beek (18)
found that emphasis on writing caused sig.
nificant gains in the vocabulary devekop.
meat' of the "functional4 group', and indi-
cat&I some evidence of eve-Mei- wilt*
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tress obi the part of these children to write
ninte'extensively about a common topic
than the:spelling group taught by more for-
Makmethods.

'-'110 problem, of the functional relation-
ship of language farms to the learner's con-
eiptiO of the task has great iniplications
for both 'teachers and parents. It is Just as
important to try to sense what the e-obild is
trying to say and to whom, he is saying it as
It is to pay attention to how he is saying it,
Sinnetimos The how becomes understand-

. able Only in relationship to the what and the
tn,whOnt, T_he aboVe point is gradually

additloDat substantiation in a'study'of
handwriting ,which., Is in progress at the
Pnlyersity of Wisconsin, Ths study:, indi-
bates that the Individual's handwriting var-
14 ac,Corcling to his Conception of: the task,'
knowledge of 011ie limitations, and his' hi
(erred ievel=pf social consequence. The
child`i language: reflects the personal and
intimate expression of the child himself
(14,15,19) and the social setting in which
it is being used,

The usual listing of the elements of lan-
guage arts includes reading, writing, speak-
ing, and listening. (5) Less frequently are
realized the relationships between these
functions writing with reading; speaking
With listening.- The speaking and listening
functions, because of their fact-to-face na-
two, are more intimate and interdependent
than are the functions of writing end read-
ing. The reader is not aware of the write_ r
one can be disassociated from the other. AU
that Is known about the interrelationships
of language development Suggests teat as
much attention be given the above relation-

- ships as to the specific development of any
given funCtion.-Indeed,'It would seem that
any given- functian can be developed; most
effectively by ;04:046 fnnctions of Ian-
guage as Stitiporildig atia-ralatO

Another way, of suggesting the interrela;
tionships of the language `Arts is to look' 4
any learning situationinvehring language at
having at least three important aspectst

1. A social situation with' pool*? pof
poses, content, and eomniunietitio
needs.

2. A variety of language media hiving-
approved social forms salt as ,044...
versations, talks, notes, *lines;
ters, telephoning; eto,

3. Related mechanics; aalt1Saki,
agreement and eonventiOnS.::

The' problem of language growth;',then,
is more than,. Simply:, cleVeloping:Coite4 1
spelling" or a wide vocabulary a 'tteati let
ter, It is' determining li;Sw all as to

guage can be ,organized around
learning :center whereby: each
veloped hi some meaningful irelatiO
to all others,

This conception : suggests the following
conclusions; (1) all of these aspects of Ian,
guage development- shcinIcl be k part
every learning experience) (2) it does make
some difference where you start-;'it is triO4-.:::-!

difficult to go from a specific) isolated skill
to a meaningful social situation' than it QV'
go from a social situation in a ePeotflO S111)i'1
(3) the curricular problem involvef.
ing how to pay the attention neeeSsarkAn'iall
language aspects at the time wherithia
tention will be most efficient, signifietint;
and meaningful.

Directive Number Fours Chef! Deuektp,..-
tufa is Esivcially, IMporiant in
Determining_ (A) the Nature 'of _-
t h e DenelornOtal SCiliieriCes?
(B) the A4optation, of -1, coming,
Expeiteneis to Or:Wirte AO-4 of
Language ANkies,-: j 4,
Concept of thepeoe
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. Tasks of Language inuoIoed In the
CMOs crOtoing tip.

In dealing with problems in the language
'arts, there is a common tendency to use glib
Statetnenti about the 'whole" Fhild, or to
use 'principles and generalizations of child
'development to justify and support practi-
Willy any method or procedure of teaching.

t we know about child development
,needS to be examined specifically and con-
,structively in relation to its contribution to
:,the critical instructional problems of Ian.
-_guage development.

`fir_Child development seems to make a con-
tribution to the teaching of language arts in
the, following ways;

A, As a Means of Determining the Nature
and hate of Developmental Sequenc.
cs in Language Activities.

The problem of sequence in teaching is a
serious and difficult one. This problem is
further complicated in language by the fact
that there are no logical teaching sequences
in language itself as there are in arithmetic,
history, biology, geography, and other con-
tent areas.

Any ordering of the way in which Ian-
- page should be taught either has attempt.

ed "the reduction to the simplest element"
procedure (i.e., stories are made up of par-

., iagraphs; paragraphs, of sentences; sen-
tences, of words; and words, of letters;
therefore, we should first teach the letter,
then the word, then the sentence, then the
paragraph, and finally the story) or has

f- postulated stages of growth which indicate
the nature, order, and degree of develop-
ment one would expect in language 'devel.

_ ,

Opment at any one time Supporters of
the- latter procedure 'feel that _these stages,
rooted in-the development of the Child, of-
f4=4 sure clue to 'When 'certain language

45

forms and abilities can be taught, and when
others cannot.

In 1925, W. S, Cray made a genuine con-
tribution in the N. S. S. E, Yearbook, Report
of the National Committee on Reading, to
which he discussed the stages of reading de-
velopment, thereby broadening the perspec-
tive of teachers who were accustomed to
thinking about reading in the limited
terms of one-grade development Unfortun
ately, Gray's stages may be based more
upon a logical analysis of our present pro-
grams of reading instruction than on the
process of language development as far as
children are concerned.

Child development has made no contri-
bution to the definition of the learning task
in the sense of defining the nature of read.
ing. Child development has been used, how-
ever, to accomplish the followihg ends:

1. The identification of activities chil-
dren enjoy, so that these interests may serve
as motivation for the reading materials via
names of children, pets, and plots for stor-
ies.

2. The obtaining of some judgment rela-
tive to the range of maturity found in
groups of children at the various grade lev.
els, so that the degree of difficulty of learn-
ing experiences and materials may be ac-
curately gauged,

8, The development of understanding of
factors related to reading readiness.

4. The obtaining of some evidence on
how rapidly children can move through
various steps in becoming competent read
ers and in using other means of communi
cation.

These four points illustrate the problem
of relating child development to language_
programs based 'on- go* of instructiorial
niateriali. These materials' have (6` boriow
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,Oicjici,tlesaloterest_eepters, and activities
"the lives of real 0-hilde.p01f :they-are

le' have any significance at all, Teachers
tints have eruch better opportunity

ntereiti-444 eiPforlet00$ hi:1h°
efr:indlifdttat''ehildren than do

Instructional'-materials
:vele lei all of America's

=

wit-Cieveloptriinilhas" indicated _that,
general levels of maturity can be' eb-

tairie4 forlaile groups of children; yet the
'range-fa any group is so great that say

aVolertain material' I.( fitted'fof.,Second-
ado_ ohildtek II- say that it filiPiivise

104; fOi-firseinct fourth' terms Of' the
maturity levels 01 that group,' The. prole

fast to Pteresi
through the various steps of la4a 6 del,
'velepment (eVen'if one knew 0001 _'?,;hat

i-400), can be deterinii
ohildren:2the'resouree

t ayailable_te a teacher...

Z0111`Pa.V0erk(0anstStyl.c.kiali4 (11) in
their recent.' .beolcs emphasize _Gesell's,

.: growth gradients tor elementary school chil-
dren as a guide for deterinining problems of
sequence,- level of development, and vele,
city of movement in language-arts pro-
grams,Nhese _growth gradients are 'stated
in the following terms:

*6 years; a settled interlock for cola soli-,
dating earlier gains

6 years: a dispersive aggr4sive, non
modulated period

7 years; introspective, assirntiative, feel-
int-centered time. I

8 years: an expansive, aequisitive, high-
geared period ,

9 yearc-4_ self- motivated, huilnesslike,

Ve4r

0.years: a relaied, casual, yet alert 1kt-

hroadening s'Ocialinte14''

11 years: a period of_ competitive social
,

nation. (4)

Singe:the trOneill here- IS' that it
gie,ssiVe, year is followed by a.
slinilation and 'orgalnizatlell:_isf,
it follows that the teacher should push, 13404-1
in the 'dijpersiliC -oggrefsiVo2:00.101,1
then let the learning:Oondeltdife
trospeett e, asel illative, ;:fiettifeeliteied
010.-!Thic OrPliOrt*hatiO':(6-Ar
of teaching: childr n to read So t_
can read to learn later, and or s
m-etio SO that the' _

)iter,

Any 'teeeher:`Whe qr
from six tel-Wel41 knows
moat of and
proeied it*:45ristapt
when 044 '00-$ SOO. ,WA
other tithes when ho seems telie..04$47u
Mg and rear gitlizinit-pityk4s.
ing rit their fourth goderk.hO*Ov
en, have a hard time r*Olig
ledge of these individ41
seirs general obaracteilstiO '-re;fi
not alert" attitude,
graders do not cesell'i-,.-seg.filoti_ at
businesslike, stet:
More likely, Children can be foind'
grade typifying all t1110'- 'ehirate_
tions. Certainly anilinii4ge--0,
which i)p;e,1 its =sequential ?nevepipp',..
solely upon these growth gradients:Won
be hopelessly 4olleiV(4;)poinij
seem pertinent:

1, Any attempt to characterize a riV4iit,'J
of the lives of all ten-yeal014,, *40,401
Phrat6- is an oversimplification of 0 0ony

010, ro1;14:01 404lein.)0141:41
Any- child, that

-1" 2; 'There littie-siyidente 4iaggis

esti
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of aellVit.y, and censelidation
43;4 tt!-_90atlk althengh -it_ is

ovoi7thikf:groWth is'. neither linear. nor
:3?o_nstant, ,

k.t;eseirs knowledge of the sixte-twelve
044.0etilot match hiu knowledge of the
11- from' birth to five.- bata- for the six.

:tvielve:period would l)e- improVed by
:'serving' over tune in the many

*.ied,t-iitilations in which they use Ian
age4-espeetally if we are interested in

eveltiPtriental_ language sequences,

:t.':1i1)"fairneis to Gesell, one` should fecog
Mit', that': the "term` - "gradient" means the
-tate %Which a liable magnitude in.

reasek 4 -decrease-S. -Gesell was trying to
4icate merely the direction and velocity

eiiith rather thari fixed and distinguish-
stages.

Although growth gradients do not give
-- conclusive answers, it is possible for teach-

,ers and other curriculum makers to utilize
some knowledge of developmental sequenc-
es; By examining cultural patterns and the
role :Of children in them, it is possible to
-identify, for 'example, a sequence in the dd.
ferent vocabularies learned listening,

`t--:_--speaking, reading, and writing.-The clarity
of this -pattern -usually disappears by the
third grade and this order- is probably a

,..-:_eotnpesite- of Maturity, cultural, and Ian-
gnage,factots, Any examination of the de-
tireloprneri[of vocabulary, sentence struc-
t4e)- 0,11.4 the,variety and form of language
Oftk io support the following conclOsions
ho_Ut lenguiagosequences and their role in

Id-diVelepirienti
2 _

ere -ate_ developmental language se-
4erices thiough which -all children' are

ed ,to:2154ss:- These sequences are
_in; general "and htoid -OUt-

be.
iltakiok ffirtlenTal

'tkst4h1 bed Ciiefo'-:kettohei

obserVes this development over time on the
pert of s` pteifielhildtem itTs kiioivn,-hoW.
ever; that these segitentes ere not SO
ciflo as to warrant leaching
tence In forth,.:,., grade, the :oorn0,0d
sentence in the fifth',"anthe con)pleir sect=
tence in the sixth. In fact, a 6nOwn,rthree
sequence in the skills Or Vocabulary-
opment seem, to exist only In the mirids'OC-,
writers who develop-instrUctio61 inaterials
for large-groups of .children, A coneept:of
sequence of patterns, <4' inteirelatior4hipk
operr,ting differentially over bung is, 0034_
ably, closer to The truth,

B. As a Source of Suggestions for Adapt._
ing Learning Experiences to a-Wide _
Range of Language Abtlities'

.

One of the most important Undeistand
ings for parents and toacheis to gain from
the study of 'child development is'growing
appreciatiori of the nature. and extent of
differentiation in language develop-Mont.-
Parents and teachers should expect anttre-
sped differentiation in language develop-
ment.

In looking at variation in language deVel.
opment, it is helpful to remember that this
variation is important in the_ following re-
spects:

As to beginning and end pOinti
Ohildren start their development In Ian- _

guage at different pointS. When they carne-
to school, their levels of development _are:
as different as their namei. The- possible...,
ceilings on their ,development ate, ettalliz
different. T erO is no 040010 believe th0
any-two individitals_eithor
language 'development the Stine

`ind "ird' 'at
to tit

This d :Of "411 eritittetioOri larigugge-Is
to be'
natural 'AO'

Ireitii4;1 4
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'ACto rate of, development
teacher end parent Should expect not

only that different _aspects of language in
the Saine . child will, develop at different
rates, hitit:atS0 thatthe rate Of development
of one aspect over time will very consider.
ably when one period is compared with an-

', ethet. In *reading, for example, the rate of
iri4ial 'development in the first grade should
not be.corpated with the period of rapid
extension of this skill, whenever this period
oceuit_ (Orr a given child, -

As to organization arid' complexity
of pattern

Observation of children -Will reveal wide
. differences 'in, the brganization and coma.-

Plexity of the developmental ,language pat-
terns -of children;' The'relationship of lan-
guage fUhetions for each Child and the di.
verilty and complexity of language develop.
ment and usage must be recognized and un-
derstood by the teacher, if the child is to
grow effectively. The organization and pat-
willing of language development has not
been emphasized to the same degree as
have the differences in beginning and end
points. and in rate of development; yet this
concept has importance in understanding
some of the major instructional problems of
"the language arts.

As to emphasis
It is commonly observed that a child is

mere proficient in telling what he knows
than 'in -Writing it. Frequently this differ
enee is one of patterning of developments
at that talking is ahead of his
writing. Sometimes, however, this differ-
eat is one of emphasis evolving either from
the child's selection of speeeh as his major
Vehicle of COMMOnication or frOM the so--

'Setting Whiclidernands it. All patterns
-Of

W
deVelOpmfeenihaveenierefaciarOund Whieheth-

ici ;

D THE LANGUAGE "ARTS

Arlo-sex and cathodal bachYrOtincl:._
Differences' language because bf s4F,-.,;

and cultural background:have long ben
emphasized, Initial and continuitii$
tages for girls have been established bY
search.' However, perhapi the differentl,k?.--
tion because of social and econetnie WO."
ground is more important in understaridtiiv
differences in langliage-arts -development
than is the fact that the individual is ik:be
or girl.

Finally, "a child's language patter-ha Ogler
greatly from those of one of bis peels
cause

< hiS language tentioe.bugio_ ,*
concepilon.of hirnseltsrtuisell;
of the interrelationshipS language a
personality,' -has pointed out that

the development, of iongiottekt(efil
is the ehild's evolving sense of Se ,;,00011-
portant avenue" for :self-deVeloinieflt
through language.-Parents and teachers are
Just beginning to use this-avenue of eXpreil-,
sion; via creative writing, bihliet4
choral speaking, eto,';in order ttiforthef_t
child's self-development through' his uSe!
language. Horn has frequently said that co,
of the most important things the school
do is to develop a sense of purpose. In held
ing a child use language effectively, aSense
of purpose is a prime" requisite; InapOrtat*
in a sense of purpose is a sense of sorrtIle--
search in child developmentfieqUentlY '0144,
phasizes that the core of any developmental-
pattern at the cognitive level is the cloYetii
ing sent() of self Which gives Oonsistetf
organization, end direction to all the rest._

C. As a Means of Determining a 'Lan:
cept of the Developmental Tasks -Of
Language Involved' in the
Crowing -

. ,
Looking at a child and, trying to. uncle

stand his b ehff avier

iCtreates

the prober
orglit* 4 O'koryecs
some "1.4nd "of meaningfulA taviOrgt



tWQ perional- bithe social foreei and envlronnient4*.-,

one inipertant
dete1oIatTtasks"'(é) net upon the !ridividuEtl.

7;Q(- toti- a fralineWork. ,Thete terms
fot:1(00_0_ the problems child hos
''041 solve In some fashion In

11'3A' and the 'related motives which
44 Ve' such behavior direction and signift-

Attinee',=-'

4?.eVelopinental tasks' are a composite re-
4461.M% frond the action of three kinds of
K0144'44 the individual: the forces and

tinsiOlis''Whieli result from a maturing phy-
:the demands being

iiti(npon'that "t;rganistn by a dyna_mio so-'
aVejwironrrient,- and the` purpoies, and

god whiCh evolve from a growing con-
ftiCep(46f 'self. 'All these_ forces operating in

me kind of relationship to each`other ore-
Otte: the'hisks which have to be met by chit.

seine fashion in order to grow up.
,14-11;anguagels always the result of the inter-
fraction-of an organism with maturing speech

nd lAnguage mechanisms, dynamic and de-
Mending social environment and institu.
tfÔn (borne and sehobl), and an individual
i)VliO his ideas and -Purposes of his own.
Language needs and their resolution re-
SUlt from the individual's constant attempt
te'interpret and organize effectively these

dynamic interacting forces at any one
itlp e`'`,- Parents and teachers who are a part

'ihese forces and are making demands In
ctlis comPlex`inattii of lectors need to ttn-

clefitandetter what the problem Is and to
eeinere clearly what they can do in help-

$Z1.1-; the child 'meet his many developmen-
Z'Z' _

concept of child development can
_P gp LO 1 an a e development in the fel-

1.-,Thtt dev_e1c.pinclitat tasks related
00610 are of long clumtiPilo apøar In

nie .Aktuirtee, and'aio'difinod rfmaiily
=

This point retnferceSithe inaportancie2OU
continued observations and recording of
the thil4"a lantiage; aeve)epnient',4a-A0::,±:,
foundation for wise teaohIng This concept;
of- development is the-- basis for realizing
that language development is a long:tiniC
process where no magical changes are made
on the bast's._ of a series of shert4in9rperloili.
of training. Major changes in language
velopment are made via', long time effort
and practice over a broad front of aCtiVi-
ties. Both parents and tOcheri-needin
ize the need for; continuity in educational
experiences which involve language.

2. It is very easy to underestimate the
influence of the 'child's peer gionpand
cial class environment on the formation and
development of language patterns; As tho
child moves throngh the elementaryfichbo);-
his peer-group relations tend to become
more and more important to hint conse-
quently, the speech and language patterns _
of the peer group assume a dominant role
In influencing what a pre- anti lost-acmes.
cent says, listens to, reads, and writes. At
the same time, his play and living space is
constantly extending to include a broad-
ening contact with people on many levels
engaged in many different occupational 097_
tivities. The child Must learn to understand
and relate his communicative skills to the
social situations in which he operates. Ps'
parents and teachers who understandr this
need can help NM mice wise cheicei '444
how to relate hti,

situations In which it must be
needs help

Most
Important the child -fleeelt',;011);.,)t?
seeing how his language itindttrds grvj out
of a constant effort to examine thcfr Off".0-

, tivendss Ii meeting his broiklirratof _

ninniCation needs.

4.t what
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to say and of what he is trying to accom-
plish by that expression is the basis upon
which oral and written speech can be im-
proved. The teacher and parent should see
this as a necessary part of both instruction
and evaluation.

Directive Number Five: The Adequacy of a
Child's Language Development at
a Particular Time Must Be Meas-
ured in Terms of His General De-
velopmental Level.

The problem of evaluation in language ;$
complex because of the number of factors
involved in its development and the differ-
ent standards which may be used to judge
its adequacy. The problem is not to arrive
at a single all-inclusive basis for evaluating
language development, but to attain some
sense of the different facets and standards
which are properly a part of the social scene
in which language development takes place.
School people must accept the fact that
standards other than the child's are going
to be used by the child, his teacher, his par-
ents, and certainly by his peers and adults
to judge what he says and writes. He, him-
self, will use some of these standards to ap-
praise what he hears and reads. The broad
problem of evaluation, then, is to identify
and use the proper standard at the proper
time and in relation to the proper language
objectives by all concerned. At the same
time, the child should realize that differ-
ent standards are applied to his language
development both by himself and by others;
and that one of his real problems, in addi-
tion to recognizing these different stand-
ards, is to adapt to them in flexible lan-
guage patterns.

Of first concern in the evaluation of lan-
guage is the evaluation the learner himself
makes of the adequacy with which his
speaking and writing achieves his com-
munication -objective, or of the effective-

ness with which his reading and listening
meets his needs. Child development em
phasizes the importance of this first aspect
of language evaluationthe effective selec-
tion and use of language in achieving the -"
communication purposes of the learner him-
self.

A second important part of the evalua-
tion problem is the standard applied by the
receiver of the language. The achievement
of the learner's purpose, while of primary
importance, must also be considered in 10-1-.2
lation to the fact that someone else is al-
ways involved and is judging the- ode*?
of the communication, too. This social ova
uation of language is complex andmultiple.
For example, a person may make himself
understood by what he says, but he oys° it
so poorly that his listeners are sure that he
is academically uneducated, socially um- ;-
couth, or very likely unintelligent, Many -1.
such judgments, made on the basis of the,
language product, are probably in error of
should not be made, but the point is that
they are a part of the social scene in which
language expression takes place, and should
not be ignored. The child should recognize
that these judgments are being made and
that he must learn to deal with them real
istically. Often teachers and parents can do
more to help by wise counselling rather
than by formal language instruction,

More familiar is the evaluation which
teachers and parents make of the language
products of children as either correct or in-
correct, above or below some preconceived
standard. In an educational sense, this
problem is the degree to which children
should be able to practice a defined lan-
guage form at any time. Here the purpose
of the learner, while still important, is riot
the primary basis upon which- the ev4lu
tion Is made. The task defined fOi' the c,hild
.'-13iitting periods at the end of siniple'de-



Ho ANQ Sett

1011,0;SentenceS; kreeelve
i` - olg thesletter ,1?" with the high

fakit-extiti)i whitt-ii saidis a
ajor: t Of this evaluation; another as-

'is t e extent to which we expect first
iderS Or third Kriders to-accomplish these

4.00:110'_leVel of this expectancy is de-
lehnined primarily by what other groups
of Children of *attar training and maturity

IhaVe been 'able CO do:
i'arints and teachers, when evaluating

langUage products, frequently look at the
41iit'aSpeet-Ctlie intsinellid word, the mis-
,takein gramtnar; the slopPy handwriting--

. aril accordingly. 'This kind of evalua.
can be highly _arbitrary, yet teachers

;i4d parent*, use it with confidence and se-
After all, the word was Misspelled,

jfieCeinnia was omitted, a double negative
:Was'used;Some of the lessons of child de-
velopment are beginning to be used in oval-
nation,- however; when the language tasks,
we wish children to perform are seen in the
larger context of the -communication put.-

to be achieved; children are beginning
_to be used as a referent to determine the
degree to which one has a right to expect

,aceomplislunent.
One step in this direction is to compare

and evaluate the child's language products
onthe basis of his development in language

",niqo that point. Such evaluation considers
the child's acoomplislunent in reading in re-
latiCti to his progress in other forms of lan-
guage and in relation to his pattern of de-
Velopment..Study of the past history and

stela a placement of reading to Other lan-
gnage forms and areas of accomplishment
affords better bails for Indicating the kind
of 'educational experiences: necessary and
the'nature and velocity of future develop
,rent in readin Ainfortunately, few' schools

:the:00r _s'ariAtechniques ter iMaking
tiltor-OtoiAll*P10-14-0-

-e- development-Of a Child-Pi-real,' be
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auto of their day- today association with
a childOVer,'the elementary school period
are aware of this development' and-ire' hi
an excellent position to work with the teach-
er in a ennperatiVe evaluation of this'ohl41's
progress in- language developMent.

Of particular importance' in pv4441(111
is for parents and teachers to sense what Is
happening to a child developmentally when
he overcomes a reading' handicap,- stirs an
audience with creative writing, has an cir:
Het() accepted by the school paper;' Meets --

an obligation on a committee report., Here
are opportunities to celebrate personal in&
educational victories of problems faced and
contributions made. This kind of evaluation
and celebration gets closer to the`real place`

language in ehildren's personal and social
development than do most of the usual
evaluation procedures.

Child development, then, makes the fol-
lowing suggestions for eValuation Of the
language arts:

1. -Take the Long Look, The language ac-
tivities today have to be seen against the
background of their development. Future
progress has to be fudged against (a) what
this developmental picture seems to indi-
cate for a given child, (b) what we know
the general sequences of development in
language to be, and (o) what _we know
about the range and extent_of development-
al language patterns in children of the same
age.

2. Take a Look at the Communication
Coale, A child's language skills are better
evaluated -- if, he is helped to relate ;his
growth in, such skills to his Improved 41;0--
4 to achieve his purposes of coninatinioa-
lion. ParentS hive lust as important' a place
in this-kind of examination ai'do

Take ti* ComproipensiliO'r4fike The
child's '1 --` aspect 'Of if14111-pp_
-gine is-ifilt's6Pkrata oacioniat
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In other forms of language. Better jildg-
ments are possible when a comprehensive
examination of a number of related factors
is made than when one single aspect is
studied in Isolation.

4. Take the Constructive Look, If the in-
tent behind the evaluation is to judge and
convict, then the evaluation problem can be
considered in a negative fashion. If, how-
ever, the intent behind the evaluation is
to help the learner find better ways of
meeting his communication needs and of
achieving a better understanding of his edu-
rational development, then this positive
concept will dictate different ways of eval-
uating, different roles for the learner to play
in the evaluation process, and different
ways of following through on the apprais-
al made.

Sununary
An examination of child development

provides the following directives for par-
ents and teachers in their efforts to guide
the language development of children.

I. It is necessary to keep some continu-
ed record of the child's language develop-
ment as a basis for understanding his pres-
ent progress.

2. The language experiences children
have in the home and outside school are
important factors in their language devel-
opment. Schools must know about and in-
fluence these experiences if effective pro-
gram of language development are to be
maintained on a community-wide basis,
Many activities such as community studies
of language use, analysis of content in mass
media, parent-teacher conferences, exam-
ination of community resources, etc., should
grow out of any tittempt to put this direc-
tive into effect.

3. The conception held by parents and
teachers of the nature and function of lan-
guage arts is an important factor In deter-
mining the nature of language development

in children. If language development is seen
as consisting solely of the mastery of spell
ing words, grammar, letter forms, and sight
words, then there it little opportunity for
the knowledge of child development to
make any real contribution to a child's
growth in language other than helping to
indicate how fast the teacher can go. If, on
the other hand, language development is
seen as a process of communication involv-
ing people, ideas, thinking, feeling, lan-
guage processes, and appropriate social ac-
tion, then knowledge of child dew .vment
can make many significant contributions,

4. Child development cannot solve all
the problems of language development, but
it is especially valuable in determining (I)
the nature of developmental sequences;
(2) the conditions of learning that will
promote effective language growth, especi-
ally in relation to a wide variety of lan-
guage abilities; CIO (3) the developmental
tasks in language that the child will have to
face and resolve in some fashion in grow-
ing up.

5. The adequacy of the child's language
development for him is dependent upon
the nature and velocity of his development-
al pattern at that time. The different stand-
ards of people on many levels of education-
al and social consequence for the child are
a part of the day-to-day evaluation of his
language development. It is important for
him to recognize and learn to cope success-
fully with the broad range of bases upon
which his language products are being ap-
praised.

If the motive behind the evaluation Is
educational and developmental, the ques-
tion of adequacy can be examined only in
relation to the child's developmental pat-
tern at that time and in terms of the con-
structive steps that he can next take to be-
come increasingly effecive as a person and
as a member of this social group.
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